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Executive Summary
This project is a first iteration of an automated foosball table designed and created using servomotors
provided by Yaskawa to create an interactive tradeshow display where guests can play against the
algorithms developed in the PLC (programmable logic controller) controlling the servomotors. There will
be a second iteration of the project done by a different team directly following this one. The motion
components were selected with the intent to be able to surpass the reaction times and speeds of expert
human players. There are a total of eight servomotors, four controlling linear actuators for translation of
rods, and four controlling the rotation of rods. The table is equipped with a vision system that will
output the location of the foosball, calculate the velocity, and predict the future ball location. Using the
inputs from the vision system, the algorithms in the PLC decides how to move each rod.
In addition to the motion and vision system, structures were designed and built to support the
components. There is a scoreboard made from sheet metal parts that was intended to automatically
keep score of the game. A vision arch was designed and manufactured using Aluminum extruded parts
to support the scoreboard and camera of the vision system. A display case was designed and
manufactured to house all the motion components and electrical components to ensure guests can not
touch any moving or electrical parts while being able to see all the motion components of the system. A
playfield cover was designed to prevent guests from touching the foosmen while the system is in
motion.
For the first iteration, motion system, display case, vision arch, and the scoreboard was completely
designed and built. The motion system includes basic algorithm that only used position input to decide
the positions of each rod individually in both rotation and axial directions to block or shoot the ball.
The vision system, scoreboard, and playfield cover was not finished. Parts for the vision system was
selected and purchased, but programming was not finished to output correct position and communicate
with the PLC. To compensate, an HMI interface was created to simulate continuous ball position inputs
to the PLC. Lighting issues with the vision system was not resolved. The scoreboard structure was built,
but the electronics were not assembled and programming not finished due to time constraints. The
playfield cover structure was designed, but the covering material (acrylic, wire mesh, etc) was not
selected due to interference with the vision system.
The second iteration of the project should finish the parts that are incomplete from this first iteration,
such as the implementing the vision system, scoreboard, and playfield cover. The structural and motion
components should be sufficient, but changes and improvements can be made as well. The major
improvements would be to the programming of the PLC to include foosball strategies to better simulate
a player.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Sponsor needs and Background
Yaskawa America, one of the foremost companies in motion technology, wants to attract people at
tradeshows by using an interactive display where the Yaskawa motors can be seen in operation.
Yaskawa has requested an automated foosball table to bring to the tradeshows. This foosball table will
have Yaskawa motors and servo drivers to automate one side of a foosball table so that a person can
play against a computer. Yaskawa will benefit from the completion of this project by having an
interactive display to attract potential customers who will be able to see Yaskawa motors working.
Other people that will use the table will be the people at the tradeshows who will be playing with the
table, the technicians in charge of putting the table together and transporting the table, as well as
people at Cal Poly Open Campus events where the table (the one left at Cal Poly) will be displayed.

Problem Definition
The purpose of this project is to design and produce two foosball tables (one for Yaskawa, one for Cal
Poly) that have an automated side with two degrees of freedom per rod. Yaskawa motors must be used
to facilitate the automation of the table. The table will be equipped with a sensor system allowing it to
pinpoint the location of the Foosball, calculate the velocity, predict the future ball location and control
the motors. Several algorithms will be created to control the foosmen figurines via the motors to
produce motion to intercept and push the ball towards the opposing goal.

Objective and Specifications
The overall goals for the project are to create a foosball table able to track the foosball and use basic
motion to push the ball forward by actuating the rods. In the QFD (quality function deployment), we
listed customer requirements, as well as engineering requirements that will be tested in our final design.
The QFD can be found in Appendix AEach of the customer requirements were weighted based on
importance to the customer as well as how they relate to the end users. Then, we rated the
relationships of the customer requirements to the engineering requirements to determine tests needed
to meet our specifications. We also compared our design specifications to those of similar existing
products (discussed in the next chapter) by benchmarking how they meet our engineering requirements
based on their publications. That information was then used to create targets for engineering
requirements of our project. On page two of appendix A, each engineering requirement was compared
to the others to determine if any of them correlated. This allowed us to determine if any of the
requirements were unnecessary due to being fulfilled by others. Table 2, on the next page, is a list of the
specifications and the targets for this project determined from the QFD.
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Table 1 Automated foosball table formal specifications.
Spec #

Parameter Description

Requirement or Target

Tolerance

Risk

Compliance

1

% of Components Visible

80 %

Max

L

I, S

2

Motor response time

30 ms

±5 ms

M

A, T, S

3

Sensing Response Time

30 ms

±5 ms

M

T

4

Max speed of ball after
being struck by motor
controlled rods

8 m/s

Min

M

A, T

5

Time to assemble from
base components

180 min

Max

L

I

6

Vibrations experienced
during operation

low

Max

M

A, T

7

System detection of ball
in motion

8 m/s

±1 m/s

H

A, T

8

No direct contact
between player and
moving parts

yes

Min

M

I

9

Well documented
software code

yes

Min

L

I

10

Reliability of the
mechanical system

99.99 %

Max

L

A

11

Measurements of the
total space required for
operation

1.50x1.50 m2

±0.25 x 0.25 m2

L

I, T

12

Display that shows score

yes

Min

L

I

13

New player or user
learning time

30 s

±10 s

L

I, T

14

Aesthetic Assessment
Scale 1-10 (Sponsor)

7

Min

M

I, S

15

Aiming (hitting ball in
direction of goal)

±60 degrees

Max

H

T

16

Cost analysis (our target
does not include
donations)

$5,000

Max

L

A

17

Fatigue Analysis (Unable
to test)

100 hours

Min

M

A

Risk:

H = High
M = Medium
L = Low

Compliance:

A = Analysis
T = Testing
I = Inspection
S = Similarity to Existing Designs
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For each specification shown above we have a target goal, an estimated tolerance, a risk association,
and a compliance. The target goal is what we plan to achieve with our system. The tolerance is the range
of deviation from those targets we will accept in the final design. The risk is an assessment of how vital
to the project the design requirement is. A low risk requirement will not completely invalidate the
project if it is not met, while a high risk requirement is crucial to the success of the project. Compliance
is how we plan to test the design requirements to ensure that each has been appropriately met.
Some more details of each specification are:



















Percentage of components parts visible is a requirement for this project because the purpose of
the end product will be to demonstrate the performance of the motors and how well they work
with the system.
The response time of the sensing and motor systems is directly related to demonstrating high
performance of the motors and how well they work with the sensing equipment. This is based
on the time is takes the foosball to travel one half the length of the foosball table at our
estimated fastest speed.
The power delivered to the ball is needed to select the appropriate equipment that will match
and exceed human capabilities. After some review and calculations, the actual torque required
to accelerate the ball may be far lower than we had originally estimated. Therefore 15Nm may
be over specified.
The time to assemble is a requirement due to the end product needing to be transported.
Vibrations on the product should be low in order to increase system life and overall quality to
the player.
The system must be capable of sensing the ball at a high velocity in order to demonstrate high
system performance. This requirement is critical as it will be one of the more difficult to setup
and develop and the end product will be completely inoperable without it. The goal was set to
the high end of testing performed by other groups with similar projects, specifically the Kiro [9]
and Eindhoven University projects [7].
Due to safety of those using the product and those being near the product being of the utmost
importance there must not be any contact between the users and the moving parts of the
product.
Well documented software code will allow easy understanding and modification of our code for
future fine tuning.
The mechanical system must be reliable in order to be of quality and have consistent
performance.
The total size of the project is important as transportation and storage as well as space allocated
at trade shows may be limited. The requirement listed is our current best guess and may be
subject to change as the project requires.
A display showing the level of difficulty and the current score of a game played with the product
will show the players information about the game.
New player learning time should be as low as it takes for a player to learn to use a normal
foosball table.
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Aesthetic assessment of the product will be done by Yaskawa Employees to ensure trade show
quality presentation.
Aiming the ball is important to ensure that the machine will correctly engage with and impress
the player. This will be a very hard requirement to meet because it requires the motors and the
sensing equipment to work together with a small error margin. This will likely require a lot of
efficient programming. Our goal is to obtain a working prototype that can be improved on and
fine-tuned at a later date, thus our requirement has a large range of ±60 degrees from the
intended target direction.
The cost of the product should be as low as possible but quality is the most important. The
$5000 listed does not include the donated motors, actuators, and controllers from Yaskawa and
currently does not reflect the cost of a vision system.
Fatigue of the system is not expected to be a very significant problem but we will still perform
analysis to ensure that the table will at the very least remain intact for 100 hours of operation.
Since testing this would require running to failure we will only be performing theoretical analysis
not actual tests.

To ensure the system will perform to specifications, a DVPR (design verification plan and review) can be
found in Appendix A. To ensure the system will not fail, a FMEA (failure mode and effects analysis) was
performed and can be found in Appendix A.

Project Management Plan
The following is a summary of who is in charge of which parts of the project. This includes testing,
programing, and subsystem fabrication. A detailed timeline can be found in the Gantt chart in Appendix
F.
Table 2 Time table of deliverables.
Deliverable

Due Date

Lead

Design Report

May 21, 2013

Larry Huang

Critical Design Review with
Sponsor

Week of May 20, 2013

Jesse Graham

Project Update Memo

October 4, 2013

Larry Huang

Senior Project Expo

November 21, 2013

Larry Huang

Final Report

December 6, 2013

Juan Gutierrez-Franco
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Chapter 2: Background
Existing products
Research into the project has shown that several tables have been created that have one side
automated and can at least perform basic movements needed for playing Foosball. These movements
include rotation of the rods of the table (See figure 1 for parts of a Foosball table), lateral movement of
the foosmen (human-like plastic figure on the rod that hits the ball), aiming, and shooting of the ball.
These tables have been made at different universities across the world. The tables use a combination of
linear and rotary motors to actuate the rods containing the foosmen [5] [8] [7]. Some tables have more
control of the foosmen than others and have different level of skill from the computer [5]. There are also
different ways of detecting the position of the ball and players [2] [5]. Some teams have used a grid of
lasers but there has been concern in their accuracy since they must be placed far apart so that they do
not illuminate several optical detectors. Another method used is the implementation of cameras (high
speed, pin-hole). This method can have certain difficulties. If the cameras are located on top of the
table, the foosball can be hidden from the camera underneath the rods or players. Also there is a lot of
image processing required to follow the ball with the camera and there is the possibility that the ball will
not be detected because the foosball is not picked up appropriately by the camera, although
experimentation with different color foosballs can be done to find the best color for the camera used.

Handles

Rods
Foosmen

Figure 1: Foosball table parts
One table found was developed by students in the University of Adelaide, Australia. This table uses a
laser grid to detect the ball (seen in Figure 2 along the edges of the table) [5]. The rods are controlled by
linear and rotary motors to create accurate movement of the players and a fast response. Telescopic
rods are used on the table as a safety feature to not injure the person playing against the computer. The
rods and motors are covered in acrylic glass housing so people cannot get hurt with moving parts but
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can observe the motors in action [5]. The table is covered in acrylic glass [5], most likely a safety feature so
the ball does not fly out of the table and people do not get hurt with the moving players. There are
added parts on the rods which are believed to be an accelerometer to calculate the position of the
players. It was noted that this table has metal gears and there was heavy use of CNC machining [5]. The
table has two different levels of skill, one with basic motion and another with rapid movements of the
rods [5].

Figure 2: Robotic Foosball Table from the University of Adelaide, Australia

Another table was made by students at the University of Akron. This table has basic motion of the rods,
and the motors are sitting at an adjacent table (see figure 3A). This table has regular rods (not
telescopic), it has no safety features, and it is slower than the table made in Adelaide [8]. This table uses a
vision system consisting of infrared lights and phototransistors.
The Eindhoven University of Technology in Netherlands built a table using a camera vision system. The
camera was suspended on top of the table by a structure added to the table and an algorithm was used
to follow the ball from the camera image. The machine controls the yellow foosmen while the user
controls the black foosmen. This is to improve visibility of the players and the ball by the camera [8]. This
table also has telescopic rods and the motors are in a plastic housing.
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B
.

Figure 3: A. Foosball table from the University of Akron, Ohio. Notice motors and actuators on
adjacent table. B. Foosball table form the Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands [7].
Notice the motors on the left side of the pictures are in a plastic housing.
A table in Denmark used telescopic rods but had slow motion and it was not at the level of the tables
mentioned above [2]. This table used linear actuators and rotary motors for motion. Students at the
Georgia Institute of Technology created a table with a low budget to show proof of concept. This table
had slow motion possibly due to the trouble they had with gear sizes [3]. Rotary motors were used for
motion. A rotary motor would rotate the rod and another rotary motor with a rack and pinion attached
to it moved the rods linearly [3]. The gears were made out of plastic. The motors were placed on a table
adjacent to the foosball table and no safety features were added. A low resolution camera was used to
track the ball.

Figure 4: Foosball table from the Georgia Institute of Technology. Notice
the plastic gearing and set up on an adjacent table. This table only
needed to show proof of concept.
Programming seen in other projects use software such as MATLAB®. This code is used to control the
motors to actuate the shafts. When the location of the ball is near a certain player, the computer
registers the position of both the foosball and the player and commands the right motor to push the ball
forward with the closest player [8].
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The tables discussed above give insight on what can be done and how well have these tables been
developed by others. Tables such as the one created at the University of Adelaide are very complex,
have rapid and accurate response, and have clear housing around the table to make it aesthetical and to
show motors and other parts used. The table made at the University of Adelaide is a good example of
what this project and its later improvements will be aiming for. To finish the comparison, Table 1 below
compares the 3 top tables found during the research phase.
Table 3 Comparison for top three tables from other universities.

University of Adelaide

University of Akron

Eindhoven Int. of Tech.

Vision

Laser grid

Infrared light +
phototransistor

Camera on top of table +
image processing

Safety

Housing covers table

No features

Housing covers motors;
telescopic rods

Motor selection

Rotary + gears

Linear actuators and
rotary motors

Rotary motors

Motor mounting

On adjacent structure

On adjacent table

On table

Motion level

Complex and accurate

Slow and few errors

Complex and accurate

Machining required

CNC

No

Little

Aesthetics

High

Low

Medium
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Chapter 3: Design Development
Design Concepts
The following will be a discussion of our top concepts for the automated foosball table that we believe
will meet the above design requirements. There are 6 major categories that our concepts fit into:
Sensing systems, , motor housing structures, safety, logic rules, motor attachment/ assembly, and
aesthetic features. For a complete list of our ideas and basic selection process see Appendix C.

Sensing Systems
One of the Primary concerns for this project is ball tracking. The Automated Foosball System must be
able to detect the ball in near real time, and from that be able to calculate the ball’s position and
trajectory. There are many different options for the tracking of objects in industry and similar projects.
The main tracking methods we investigated were acoustic tracking, laser tracking, laser grid, magnetic
tracking, radio frequency tags, and vision tracking. Of these systems, the two that seem the most
feasible for this project are the vision and laser grid systems. For a brief discussion of the other systems
see appendix B.
Vision
The vision system concept is a design where a high quality camera is positioned over the top of the
foosball table’s playing surface so that the entire top of the table is within the camera’s field of vision.
The camera will then be used to detect the ball based on the ball’s color and/or
shape. By comparing the sequential camera frames to one another we can
calculate the ball’s trajectory and predict its future location.

Figure 5: Sketch of
vision system.

We see two current draw backs to this concept. The first is that the ball can be
occluded by the rods and foosmen figurines on the rods. The second is the
computing power necessary to analyze the photos quickly will require a good
CPU.

Laser Grid
A Laser grid system is another concept that could work for this project. This design consists of several
lasers and photo sensors aligned in a grid pattern on the surface of the table. As the ball moves across
the surface of the table it will trip the lasers which will give the balls current location. Velocity can be
determined by comparing which lasers are tripped now to the lasers that were tripped finite amount of
time before. This gives us a change in position over a change in time,
allowing us to predict the balls future location. Since there is space
between the figurines and the ground the figurines should not cause
confusion for the sensing system.
The system has some foreseen draw backs to it. How precisely we can
find the ball’s position is directly related to how many lasers we can
Figure 6: Sketch of laser grid
employ and how close together we can place them. To prevent the lasers
set up around table.
from interfering with one another we have to space them to some
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amount which can limit our resolution. The system will also be unable to track the ball during a bounce
which could possibly cause some issues.

Motor Housing Structures
One of the primary things that we will be fabricating from scratch will be the motor housing structure
that will be attached to the table itself. The purpose of this structure will be to provide a way to secure
the motors to the table, protect both the motors from outside interaction and the people nearby from
the moving parts. It must also allow the motor workings to be visible by the people nearby. We have
two concepts which we are confident will protect the motors while allowing vision of moving parts.
Motor Display Box
This idea is to attach a large rectangular case to the side of the foosball table. A representation of the
concept is presented below. The sides and top of the case will be made of a transparent material that
will allow easy visibility of the motors as they work. For easy access to the motors the case’s top and
sides should be easy to open and take apart. This will allow for easy viewing of the motors and protect
them. If additional support is needed for the case, which we believe is likely, legs can be attached to it.
One possible draw back to this idea is the heat generation of the motors may cause the temperature
inside of the box to increase to unacceptable levels. We think this will be easy to overcome with proper
ventilation.

Figure 7: Display box sketch
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Individual Housing
This is similar to the display box idea above. The primary difference will be that each motor will have its
own unique case. A simple sketch of the idea is provided below. This should allow for easy and quick
assembly/disassembly. It does have the same draw back as the display box idea above, which is that the
enclosure may cause the systems to overheat if not vented properly. Limited space can be another
foreseen disadvantage to this idea.

Figure 8: Sketch of individual motor housings.

Safety
Safety is a concern of every product every produced and this project is no different. The following are
concepts dedicated to protecting the people around the table from the automatic parts of the table.
Transparent Flip up Cover

Figure 9: Sketch of Flip up cover
idea.

With the use of motors, some risks arise. The risk of a ball flying out
of the table, if hit too hard, is always present. The use of motors
allows for hitting the ball with great amounts of force. The ball can
fly out of the table at a high speed and hit the player or any
bystanders watching the game or simply passing by. To avoid this
from happening, an acrylic glass flip up cover can be placed on top
of the table. The cover can be hinged so that it can be opened by
the user (using a handle). If the cover is opened, the motors can be
programmed to not activate. This is will prevent any injuries if the
motors activate when the user is moving a dead ball or any other
reason has to manually set the game. The acrylic glass will keep the
foosball from flying out of the table while allowing the user and the
camera vision of the game.
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Motor Axial Force Sensing
Keeping track of the axial force can be used to set a threshold value after which the motors would
deactivate. If the motor senses a force that is not expecting, it should realize that it has hit something
and should stop as quickly as possible.
Rod Covers
The ends of rods activated by motors can be covered with cylindrical plastic covers to avoid people
walking into the path of the rods. This will keep bystanders and users from getting hit by the moving
rods. These rod covers come with the table chosen as a standard feature.
Motor Housing Transparent Wall
See motor housing concept section above.
Control of Motor Torque
It should be possible to stop the ball from flying out of the table by controlling the torque outputted by
the motors. This can also affect the performance of the table since less torque means less speed which
gives the opponent more time to react.

Logic Rules
There are rules that the system will follow based on the given ball position in order to move the ball
toward the opposing goal. Without sufficient data concerning the movements a human makes during a
normal game, we cannot know many of the specific rules that the system must follow. However, we can
determine some of the general rules of the system from the project specifications.




The system must block the movement of the ball toward its own goal
The system must not obstruct the movement of the ball toward the opposing goal
The system must continuously position itself in order to move the ball toward the opposing goal.

Figure 10 Foosball table coordinate system
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Given coordinate system above, the sensing system calculates the position of the ball on the
field formatted as (x, y).
Given a position y all rods will move so that one foosman on each rod will occupy the same y
position as the ball.
For every rod, a possible block zone is determined, and each foosman will guard an equal
portion of the possible block zone.
Given a position x, if x is greater than the position of a rod, then the feet of the foosmen will
block, otherwise the foosmens feet will be raised.
Given a position x, if x is within kicking distance of a rod, then the foot of the foosman will kick
the ball.

Motor Attachment Rotational
The following is a list and discussion of the different motor possibilities that can be used for the
rotational control of the rods for our system.
Direct Drive Motors
To make the rods rotate, direct drive motors were first considered. It offers direct coupling of the table
shaft and motor shaft, eliminating some efficiency losses, and lowering the complexity of the power
transmission system. It also is able to put out high torque at a low spin speed, which is desired for our
application. The disadvantage is the size of the motor. In order to reach the high torque needed to spin
the rods at a high acceleration without a transmission system, the size of the direct drive motor must be
big. It may be possible that the motors are too big to fit side by side, resulting in the need for a complex
mechanical system for rotation. More will be known once the table is assembled and accurate
measurements can be taken.
Rotary Motor
The other option to rotate the rods is rotary motor. Yaskawa motors typically run in the 3000 rpm range,
while outputting relatively low torque compared to direct drive motors. However, a power transmission
system can be used to increase the output torque as necessary to reach the desired rod rotational
acceleration. An advantage of the power transmission system is that the motors can be much smaller
than the direct drive motor, resulting in better space efficiency and overall lower weight of the system.
The disadvantage of a rotatory motor is that it may add complexity to the power transmission system.
This may be overcome with gears, or if possible directly attaching the motors to the system.
Spline
Attachment of the motor and linear actuator was then considered. The first option is to mount the rod
and its coupling and/or power transmission system to the rotary or direct drive motor, which is
mounted on the linear actuator. The advantage of this system is the simplicity of design. The
disadvantage is the added weight of the rotary will cause the linear actuator to experience more load.
A second option of attachment is to attach a spline or coupling to the rods to engage the rotary or direct
drive motor and at the same time allow axial movement by the linear actuator. The goal of this
configuration is to have rotation and axial motion be decoupled from each other, allowing the rotary or
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direct drive motor to be directly mounted onto a stationary object like the table, lowering the load on
the linear actuator.

Motor Attachment Linear
This is a brief discussion of the different linear actuators that are available to use for the linear motion of
the rods for our system.
Linear Actuators
To move the rods axially, a linear actuator was considered. Within linear actuators there are four
choices:





Rack and pinion
Ball screw
Belt driven
Yaskawa’s servo linear actuators

If using a rack and pinion, ball screw, or belt driven actuator, a rotary motor would be used to drive it,
while Yaskawa’s servo linear actuators will already have motors attached to them. Some rods such as
the goalie and defending rod may experience high accelerations depending on the type of algorithms
used to respond to the ball. High accuracy and speed is required for this application. Different types of
actuators have different levels of speed and accuracy.

Gearing
To lower the motor speed and increase output torque, a gearing system must be implemented. There
are several choices:




Gears
Pulleys and belt
Gearbox

Of the three choices, gears and pulleys will be the least expensive. However, they have the disadvantage
of having low aesthetic value and may have backlash and alignment problems. Pulleys will be easier to
align than gears. The gearbox is the most expensive option, but is the best in aesthetics, simplicity of
implementation, and very low backlash.

Features
In order for the table to be exceptional, extra features not directly related to its performance can and
should be added. The following are a few of the concepts that could be included with the table to give it
more ability to grab the attention of the players and audience.
Score Board Arch
Attach a structure on the table so that things such as the camera or a possible score board could be
mounted on it. This arch will be over the table, attached to the short walls of the table to allow players
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to have a full view of the table. The arch can be two pipes running diagonally on the table and crossing
at the top in the center, or it can be a single pipe that splits in two at the ends to allow for stability.

Figure 11: Sketch of scoreboard and scoreboard arch
Angled Board Score Board
A score tracking mechanism is necessary to easily keep track of the score. The score can be outputted in
a scoreboard. This score board is composed by three screens, set up in such a way that it forms an
equilateral triangle and attached at the top of scoreboard arch. This way, the score can be seen from all
angles. All wires can be tucked into the pipe or neatly placed on the structure of the scoreboard arch.
Preprogrammed motions
Some motion at the beginning and end of the game can be integrated as a neat way to get people at the
tradeshows more interested in the demonstration. These motions can be different for the start and end
of the game and should demonstrate the speed and precision of the motors (such a movement, for
example, could be a quick spin of the rods where the foosmen start vertical and end vertical).
Lighting
In order to allow for a better view of the game, lights can be mounted on the table to better illuminate
the field. This can be beneficial because it will not only allow for a better view for the user, but it can
also allow for better view of the vision system. If there is not enough light at the location where the
foosball table is placed, the camera may not be able to pick up the foosball and it will not be able to
track it. By providing its own lighting, vision and tracking of the ball will not be hurt by the environment
of the table. This lights could be placed in the inside walls of the table or on an overhead structure.
Location of Extra Equipment
Needed equipment such as computer(s), motor controllers, heat sinks an others, need to be both
functional and out of the way of motors, moving parts and people walking around. A structure can be
built underneath the table to neatly place all the equipment needed to run the table properly. Air flow
for cooling of equipment should be a primary concern to avoid overheating of any component. Also if
any component is expected to get too hot (as in heat sinks), it should be placed away from all other
equipment to avoid overheating of components, and away from people’s reach to avoid burns.
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User Interface
The players will need to interact easily with the machine. Controls such as reset game score, or stop
game can be input with buttons. Ideal positions for these input buttons would be under the player
controlled rods. Each player will have their own set of controls. There may be more controls added if
needed for safety or additional features.

Concept Analysis and Selection
We are confident that the above concepts would work for this project. Many these could be combined
into different systems. The best combination of concepts listed above has been chosen to create our top
design. Below we will compare and contrast the conflicting ideas, show why the chosen concept was
selected, and describe how our top concepts together meet the design requirements.

Sensing system
In order to determine the best sensing system for the automated foosball table project we compared 6
factors between the Vision and Laser Grid systems:







Cost
Velocity Calculations
Reaction time
Resolution
Ease of Implementation
Ease of programming

Cost is determined by the amount and price of the main components that would be needed to make the
sensing system viable. For a camera vision system to be able to function it mainly would need a high
speed camera that can be used for capturing images of the playfield. The sensing system will require a
camera and a CPU for picture analysis, this brings our cost to about $1200.
The cost of a laser system is based mainly on the laser or laser diodes that would be required to detect
the ball as it moves over the playing field, and possibly a micro controller to monitor the changes in
voltage from the phototransistors. We looked at several LEDs and Lasers, phototransistors, and ball
parked a micro controller to come up with a price that is likely going to be somewhere around $800 and
$1000 in total. This is based on a brief calculation of the number of lasers, phototransistors we would
need in order to cover the play field in a grid at a spacing of 1 cm and the cost of one micro controller.
Velocity calculation is going to have a lot to do with predicting the balls future location and would be
done slightly differently in each system. A camera system will estimate the center of the ball by the
nearest pixel in one frame, and then comparing it to the nearest pixel to the center of the ball in the
next frame. If we assign each pixel to an x-y coordinate on the table, the velocity can be found by using
the Pythagorean Theorem, dividing by the time between frames, and trigonometry.
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With a laser system, since the ball is only detected when it crosses a laser it is not necessarily true that it
will always be detected by an x and y laser at the same time. Therefore every time the ball crosses a
laser oriented in the x direction a timer will start until the ball hits a second laser in the x direction, then
the distance between the lasers can be divided by the time the ball took to travel between them giving
us a velocity in the x direction. This can be repeated in the y direction which allows us to obtain the
velocity of the ball in vector form, which we can convert into any other form needed.
Reaction time is directly related to one of our design requirements and the faster the system performs
the better. A camera system is limited by its frame rate, and the time it takes to process the image.
While it is impossible to say exactly how long it will take to process the images from the camera system
some estimations can be made. Using a 200 fps camera a new frame is generated every 5 ms. The
processing of the image would take the longest amount of time, and is not constant. It depends on the
images and the algorithm used. However, our best guess is about 15 ms or more as a worst case
scenario. This brings the total worst case time to analyze an image to 20 ms.
A laser system detects the ball by a simple voltage change. Either a laser is hitting the phototransistor or
it is not. Since the location of each laser would be preprogramed into the computer it would be
extremely fast for the computer to figure out which lasers are interrupted and from that know the
location of the ball, likely on the order of micro seconds. This brings the sensing systems reaction time
down to practically nothing.
Resolution is defined as how precisely we can determine the balls location on the playing field. A camera
system with 640x480 pixels, once matched with the ratio of width to length of the foosball table’s play
field, will approximately have a pixel for every 3.34 mm2.
A laser system is limited by how close we can place the transistors and lasers together both physically
and without them interfering with one another. It is not certain how far apart they will exactly be but
other similar projects have spaced the lasers about 1 cm apart. Some laser diodes were looked at to
determine physical size and we calculated the distance between adjacent lasers to be anywhere from
10mm to 5mm, which would make the resolution anywhere from 100mm 2 (1 cm2) to 25mm2.
Ease of implementation is directly related to the number and difficulty of table alterations that would
need to be made in order to implement the sensing system. A camera system would not require a lot of
internal alterations. A structure would need to be built that attaches to the outside of the table and
allows a place to put the camera where it can see the playing field. This could be a relatively simple
structure and the biggest challenges would be getting the camera aligned optimally and making sure
that the vibrations from the table do not interfere with the camera.
A laser system would be very hard to implement. It would require holes to be drilled into the table for
each of the lasers and each photo resistor. An outside cover would likely be needed to cover the holes
made as well to meet our aesthetic requirement. It would also have to be ensured that the lasers are
properly aligned and not interfering with one another. There would be a very large of amount of extra
wiring that would need to be sorted and parts to manage
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Ease of programming is based mainly on how difficult it would be to write a program that runs the
equipment used for the sensing system. A camera system would need a program that captures the
camera image, processes the image with a criteria of color, brightness, etc., determines the position
through processed image, calculates velocity from previous position, and sends output commands to
the motors based on position, direction, and velocity. A vision system would also need a way to separate
other objects on the field from the ball which could add complication.
A laser system would require a micro controller with a program to configure its input and output pins,
calculate position from monitoring pin voltage, calculate velocity from previous position, output to
motors based on direction position and velocity.
Using these criteria and calculations we compared each category to the other categories in order to
assign weights and then put them into a decision matrix. The best choice is the vision system. Both the
decision matrix and the normalized weight tables are listed in Appendix A.

Motor Housing Structures
The motor display case was chosen over the individual housing because it is simpler to attach and
support a single compartment to the table rather than four individual ones. In addition, the
compartment could be made to have space which will make the motor systems easier to get to and alter
without taking the case completely apart. In addition, having a large attached compartment will help us
with possible ventilation and organization of the motor assemblies and wiring.
This will allow for the motors to be easily seen which will help meet the aesthetics and visibility of
moving parts design requirements. This should also be easy to take apart and store, thus helping to
meet our design requirement of 180 minutes to assemble the system.

Safety
In terms of safety, we have chosen the transparent flip up cover, transparent motor housing walls and
rod covers. The rod covers come with the Warrior table. Since we already have them, it would be best to
use them. To avoid the ball flying out of the table, the transparent flip up cover was chosen. With a
cover over the table, the ball cannot escape, no matter how hard the ball is hit. If the cover is made of
acrylic glass, the vision of the game is not obstructed and will be more resilient than standard glass.
Furthermore, having the housing for the motors be made of acrylic glass will allow easy vision of the
motors in action. It will also keep the motors away from bystanders that may try to touch them. This is
in accordance with our design requirements to have 80% of the inner workings visible and no contact
between players and moving parts respectively.

Features
The scoreboard arch has been chosen because the structure needed for the camera can be used to
mount the scoreboard. The three screen scoreboard is chosen so the score and any possible outputted
message can easily be seen from any angle. Pre-programmed motions would be a nice touch to the
table, further showing the capabilities of the Yaskawa motors. The lighting option will be implemented if
needed in such a way that vision of the camera is improved. Finally, the location of the necessary
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hardware and equipment will be placed below the table since in that location it will be out of the way of
walkers, bystanders and the user. These features fulfill the need for a score and difficulty display as well
as our aesthetic requirement.

Motor Attachments
To rotate the rods, a rotary motor was chosen over a direct drive motor. From the Yaskawa Sigma V
catalogue, even the largest available rotary motor has mass in the 2.7 kg range while the smallest direct
drive motor has a mass of 4.8 kg. The direct drive motor also has a large width, 135 mm while the rotary
motors have an upper width size of around 80 mm. The 135 mm width of the direct drive motor may
become a problem for the two adjacent rods where their spacing is only around 150 mm. A rotary motor
also has a slightly larger range of speeds depending on power transmission gearing.
A rotary motor was selected to be the best choice to control the rotation of the rods based on size, mass
and possible motor speed considerations. First, a sizing analysis was performed on a direct drive motor,
and then compared to a rotary motor using Yaskawa’s Sigma V product catalog.

Figure 12: Direct drive motor from Yaskawa catalogue
From our design requirements, a peak torque of 15 N-m was required to perform the fastest shot in
foosball. As such, the smallest direct drive motor to meet the requirement is the SGMC-05B, with rated
torque of 5.0 N-m, peak torque of 15 N-m, rated speed of 200 rpm and a max rated speed of 500 rpm.
From figure 12, the diameter of the motor is 135 mm and a weight of 5.8 kg.
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Figure 13: Rotary motor from Yaskawa catalogue
In order to meet the same 15 N-m peak torque requirement with a rotary motor, a power transmission
system must be used. A typical 10:1 gear ratio is assumed for this analysis. In order to meet the 15 N-m
peak torque on the rod, only 1.5 N-m peak torque is needed from the motor due to the gear ratio. The
smallest rotary motor to meet this requirement is the SGMJV-C2A. It has a rated torque of 0.477 N-m,
peak torque of 1.67 N-m, rated speed of 3000 rpm and max speed of 6000 rpm. From the chart on figure
12, it can be seen that this motor has a width of 40 mm, and a weight of 0.5 kg.
A direct drive motor would need to be mounted directly to the rod. Referring to figure 13, the space
between each rod is only 5.875 in. or around 149 mm. It would be a close fit to mount a direct drive
motor on the two adjacent rods, but would not be a problem for the remaining two rods. However, a
rotary motor will fit very easily with only 40 mm width. Length was not considered in the comparison
because it does not affect the space requirements.
Another distinct advantage of the rotary motor is the mass. The direct drive motor is 5.8 kg while the
rotary motor is only 0.5 kg. This puts a much smaller load on the linear actuator, allowing it to be more
accurate and possibly of a smaller size. Lastly, the direct drive motor has a rated speed of 200 rpm and a
max speed of 500 rpm, while the rotary motor has a rated speed of 3000 rpm and max 6000 rpm. After
accounting for the assumed 10:1 gear ratio, the rod will have a “rated” speed of 300 rpm and a “max”
speed of 600 rpm. It offers a slightly higher range of angular velocity, which may be useful for future
algorithm development.
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This analysis does not include calculation of RMS torque, which will be better estimated when
algorithms for control of the rods are developed. To size the motors for the final design, RMS torque will
be calculated from anticipated movement patterns. Maximum torque and acceleration required will be
measured to get a more realistic load. A torque and speed profile will also need to be estimated and
inertia ratio will be calculated to determine the best size.
A decision has not been made whether to make the rotary motor stationary or move with the actuator.
More research needs to be done to find available options for splines and shaft couplings and their
advantages and disadvantages. This decision will affect the load on the linear actuator, and the best
choice will be chosen after proper research and experimentation is done during the detailed design
phase next quarter.

Linear Actuators and Rules
Some preliminary analysis was needed to get a better idea of the kind of linear actuators and motors to
use as required by rules followed by each rod. Figure 13 shows typical dimensions of a foosball table
used for this analysis, but we will take our own measurements of the actual table for the actual
calculations.
One reaction considered is a defensive move that required the fastest response time. The fastest
response time needed is when the ball is shot from rod 3 (see figure 13) and it needs to be blocked by
the goalie, rod 1. A ball velocity of 10 m/s is assumed, which we estimate as the top speed possible by
the best foosball players. The distance between rod 3 and rod 1 is 11.75 inches or 0.29845 meters. The
ball will take around 30 ms to reach rod 1 from rod 3.
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Figure 14: General Foosball table dimensions. Black holes represent rods
controlled on close side of the table. Rod 3 is the closest attacking rod, rod
1 is the defending goalie rod and rod 2 is another defending rod.
For this analysis, the goalie foosman is assumed to start from rest at next to the middle of the goal,
accelerate to block the ball, and does not decelerate until after blocking. The foosman foot is assumed
to have a 1 in width in the above diagram. By similar triangles, the distance needed to be covered by the
goalie foosman is 3.2 in. However, when factoring the foosman foot width into account, the foosman
only needs to move 2.2 in or 0.05588 m.
To move rod 1, a constant acceleration is assumed. By the kinematics equation,
, the
2
acceleration needed to move the rod 0.05588 m in 30 ms from rest is 124 m/s . Such acceleration is
likely not easily possible with linear actuators, and is far beyond the reaction and power of a human
player. It also does not take into account the load on the actuator.
To compensate for the goalie not directly blocking the fastest shot possible, rules governing rod 2 can be
used to help defend, reducing the distance needed to be covered by the goalie rod. Since this analysis is
based on the upper limit of ball speed, and reaction time far faster than a human, a more realistic goal
would be to use a lower ball speed and longer reaction time or shorter distance covered. Similar analysis
will be done for every other rod depending on rules anticipated in order to select proper linear actuators
for each rod and find realistic rules.
This part of the concept design is incomplete as we are not sure what type of linear actuator to use: rack
and pinion, ball screw, belt driven or Yaskawa’s servo linear actuator. Any of these could work but more
research and analysis of what accelerations and speeds are needed before we can precisely select the
best motor for the application. This will be done in the detailed design stage next quarter.
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Chosen Concepts Summary
In this report we have shown our top concepts and from them created a final concept that should work
for this project. The chosen concepts are summarized in table 4 below along with what design
requirements they meet. A design layout drawing is shown below in figure 15 which depicts how the
final system should look.
Scoreboard Arch
Camera

Case
Motor
Display
Case

Case

Rotary
Motor
Linear
Actuator
Case

Rod
Covers

Figure 15: Design layout of foosball table.
Case

Flip Cover

Case

Case
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Table 4: Concept design summary. All features chosen are listed with reasons why the feature was
chosen and what requirement does it meet.
Category

Chosen Concepts

Reason

Requirement Met

Sensing

Camera Vision

 Better resolution
 Simpler
 Cost effective






Motor Housing

Display Box

 Simple to build and 
attach and allows 
easy observation


Assembly time
Space required
Aesthetic

Safety

Flip Up Cover

 Allows vision
 Easy attachment





Inner workings visible
Space required
Aesthetic

Rod Covers

 Come with the
table






No direct contact with
moving parts
Assembly time
Space required
Aesthetic



Function of table





Documented software
User learning time
Aiming



Reduce size and
load on linear
actuators









Power delivered to ball
Vibrations
No collisions
Reliability
Space required
Aesthetic
Fatigue

Score Board



Integrates well
with vision arch




Display difficulty/score
Aesthetic

Location of equipment



Reduce table size






Inner workings visible
Assembly time
Space required
Aesthetic

Logic Rules

Motor Attachment

Rotary
Linear Actuator

Other Features

System response time
Assembly time
Sensing ball in motion
Aiming
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Preliminary Vision Testing and Concept Verification
A preliminary experiment to verify the feasibility of vision and possible unforeseen problems was
conducted. A webcam was suspended above the Warrior Foosball Table and connected to a laptop that
ran a custom ball detection program written by John Inlow that detects the ball based on hue. We
monitored how well the system was able to follow the ball in different conditions. Below are some
photos of the experimental apparatus and experiments being performed:

(a.)

(b.)

during normal play.

(c.)

(d.)

Figure 16 Preliminary vision experiment photos. 16a: overall view. 16b: computer. 16c: camera
attachment. 16d: monitoring

Four tests were run: occlusion under the rods and foosmen, ball in rolling controlled manner, ball in
normal play, and ball at high speed.
It was found that the ball occlusion only occurred when the camera was directly beneath the foosman’s
body and only remained undetectable when the ball was stationary. The camera was quickly able to
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reacquire the ball once it was visible again without problems. During normal play the ball is only ever
completely occluded for fractions of a second. It is not anticipated to be a serious problem. Future
testing should allow for the system to count how many time the ball is lost during a normal foosball
game to determine whether this is an issue or not.
The camera had no trouble following the ball as it rolled across the field in a slow, 3 meters per second,
controlled manner.
The vision system was able to detect the ball during normal play and only had issues when the ball was
hit at a high speed.
All but one goalie rod was removed from the table and each team member took turns hitting the ball as
hard as they could which obtained a speed of about 8 meters per second. The camera was only able to
capture the ball twice as it traveled across the play field. We believe this was limited due to the
webcams slow frame rate.
The conclusion of this experiment is that a vision camera system is possible and will work.
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Chapter 4: Final Design
Overall System Description
The following is an overall description of the final design of the Automated Foosball Table. The final
design was split up into 7 different subsystems shown blow in figure 17.

Scoreboard & Camera

Vision Arch

Playfield Cover

Motor Assembly

Warrior
Foosball Table
Display Case

Figure 17 Overall System
The motion sub system is what will be responsible for moving and actuating the foosman rods. The bulk
of the design time went into specifying this system as it is the most crucial system. The vision system will
be responsible for detecting the ball position and communicating the Programmable Logic Controller
(PLC) the appropriate commands to send to the motors. Vision Arch, playfield cover, and display case
are mainly support or safety structures where static load analysis was used to ensure proper function.
The scoreboard and user interface are tertiary subsystems mainly there to enhance the player’s
experience. The following sections will go into the details of each sub section.
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Detailed Design Descriptions of Subsystems
Motion
Description
To automate one side of the table, motion will be provided to each of the four rods on one side of the
table. The motions include rotation and translation of the rods with necessary shaft attachments to
decouple rotation and translation. The following section will describe each axis of motion. Figure 18
shows the exploded and full assembly of each axis.

Figure 18 Exploded view and full assembly of each axis of motion.
Rotation
Rotation will be achieved by using Yaskawa motors. The requirement is to be able to hit the foosball to
the maximum speed of 8 m/s without doing a full rotation to simulate a pro player’s fastest shot. The
load will consist of the foosball rod and gearbox.
Translation
Translation will be achieved by a linear actuator driven by Yaskawa motor. The requirement is for the
goalie to be able to block a shot from the center of the table moving at maximum ball speed of 8 m/s.
The translation must also be able to simulate a player quickly moving the rods back and forth to block a
shot. The motor and corresponding power transmission system to control the rotation of the rod will be
mounted onto the actuator. The actuator load will consist of the foosball rod, rotation motor and its
gearbox, and any mounts necessary.
Gearing
To get the motion components to achieve required performance, the motors will have to be geared for
higher torque and lower speed. This will be achieved using gearboxes. Both rotation and translation will
be using the same gearbox.
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Attachments
To compensate for the geometry differences in the design and the standard parts, brackets will be made
to accommodate them. Each gearbox will have its own 90° bracket that mates with its mounting
geometry and attach to the display case to drive the linear actuator or attach to the carrier of the
actuator to drive the rotation of the rod. There will also be a shaft coupling to attach the gearbox output
shaft to the foosball table rod for rotation and to the actuator shaft for translation.
Analysis Results (Details in Appendix E)
The following is analysis used to calculate specifications needed for the motion components of the
system. Many of the analysis used an iterative process to determine viability of available standard parts
in order to calculate loads. As such, the analysis will use the selected components for load calculations.
Rotation
In this analysis, rotation requirements are defined to determine specifications needed for gearing. The
rod must rotate fast enough to get the ball to move at maximum speed.
Requirements:


Ball speed: 8 m/s.

Assumptions:




To move the ball at maximum speed of 8 m/s, the contact point of the foosman foot must be
also moving at 8 m/s at impact.
Constant angular acceleration using kinematic equations for rotation.
Rod starts at rest.

Results for foosball rod:




Angular displacement: 150 degree.
Max angular velocity: 142.35 rad/s.
Angular acceleration: 3870 rad/s2.

Detailed calculations can be found in Appendix E.
Motor – Rotation
The following analysis defines the specifications needed for the motor to drive rotation of the rods
(maximum torque, operation speed, RMS torque). The load consists of the foosball rod, gearbox, and
impulse of striking the ball.
Requirements:






Max motor speed: 6000 rpm.
Rod starts from rest.
Ball starts stationary.
Maximum rod angular velocity of 142.35 rad/s
Shot is repeated every 2 seconds.
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Triangular speed profile – rod will reach maximum angular velocity and hit ball, and then slow
down.

Assumptions:




90% efficiency for gearing.
10% additional torque from friction.
Gear ratio of 4.

Loading Parameters:




Foosman contact radius: 0.0562 m.
Foosball mass: 26 g.
Load inertia referred to motor: 3.861E-5 kg-m2.

Results for motor:






Maximum torque: 0.819 N-m.
Maximum speed: 5440 rpm.
RMS torque: 0.129 N-m.
Inertia ratio: 5.81
Maximum angular acceleration: 15480 rad/s2.

The motor calculations were done using the results of the rotation analysis with MATLAB. Detailed
calculations can be found in Appendix E.
Translation
In this analysis, translation requirements are defined to determine specifications for the actuator. The
requirement is to be able to intercept the ball when shot at maximum speed from the middle of the
table.
Requirements:





Total distance traveled by ball: 23.35’’.
Goal width: 8’’.
Foosman foot width: 0.995’’.
Ball speed: 8 m/s.

Assumptions:





Constant acceleration.
Foosman starts at rest.
Foosman starts at center of goal, and moves to block the ball and does not decelerate until
reaching end of goal.
Total rod movement length is 3.005’’ due to only needing to move half the goal length and foot
width.
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Results for translation:



Max acceleration: 27.8 m/s2.
Max speed: 2.06 m/s.

Detailed calculations can be found in Appendix E.
Actuator
Based on translation requirements, specifications were defined for the actuator. The actuator load
consists of the foosball rod, rotation motor and its gearbox, and a mounting plate. Table 5 summarizes
the loads on the actuator. The actuator will carry this load when moving at the required translation
speeds and accelerations.
Table 5 Loads on actuator

Gearbox
rod
motor
foosmen
mounts
sum

mass (kg)
0.75
1.506
0.4
0.3
0.127
3.083

Requirements:


Move 3.2 kg load at 27.8 m/s2

Assumptions:



90% efficiency for input power to output motion.
10% additional force for friction.

Results:


Max force: 109 N

Detailed calculations can be found in Appendix E.
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Motor – Translation
The following analysis defines the specifications needed for the motor to drive actuator (maximum
torque, operation speed, RMS torque). The load consists of the actuator belt and pulley, load, and
gearing of the motor. Table 6 summarizes the loads referred to the actuator shaft.
Table 6 Inertia of actuator.

belt
pulley
load
gearbox
sum

Inertia (kg-m2)
2.153E-05
1.154E-05
9.773E-04
3.20E-4
1.330E-03

Requirements:






Max motor speed: 6000 rpm.
Maximum actuator speed of 2.06 m/s2.
Maximum actuator acceleration of 27.8 m/s2.
Triangular speed profile – actuator will reach maximum angular velocity, and then slow down.
Action is repeated every 2 seconds.

Assumptions:




90% efficiency for gearing.
10% additional torque from friction.
Gear ratio of 4.

Loading Parameters:





Inertia of system referred to actuator shaft: 1.330E-3 kg-m2.
Displacement constant for actuator shaft: 0.105 m/rev.
Pulley radius for actuator: 33.42mm.
Breakaway torque: 0.226 N-m

Results for motor:






Maximum torque: 0.732 N-m.
Maximum speed: 4710 rpm.
RMS torque: 0.17 N-m.
Inertia ratio: 11.5
Maximum acceleration: 6650 rad/s2.

The motor calculations were done using the results of the translation analysis with MATLAB. Detailed
calculations can be found in Appendix E.
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Motor – Translation with continuous operation
To simulate players moving the rods back and forth to be unpredictable and block shots, a continuous
operation analysis was performed. The load consists of the same components before, and the only
difference is actuator speed, acceleration and cycle time. This analysis uses the same MATLAB code as
previous translation analysis and can be found in Appendix E.
Requirements:





Rod displacement: 5” (includes deceleration distance).
Cycle time: 0.333 s.
Maximum actuator speed of 1.52 m/s2.
Maximum actuator acceleration of 9.14 m/s2.

Results for motor:





Maximum torque: 0.279 N-m.
Maximum speed: 3500 rpm.
RMS torque: 0.216 N-m.
Maximum acceleration: 973 rad/s2.

Gearbox
To achieve the correct speed and torque, a 4:1 planetary gearbox will be used. For each gearbox, there
are several requirements to ensure the correct size is used. The motor speed must be less than the
maximum input speed of the gearbox. The maximum output torque of the gearbox must be less than
specified by the specification sheet. In addition, the radial and axial force on the output shaft must be
less than rated by specifications.
Requirements:




Maximum motor speed: 5500 RPM
Maximum output torque: 3.3 N-m
Maximum axial force: 120 N

Specifications:




Maximum input speed: 8000 RPM
Maximum output torque: 13 N-m
Maximum axial force: 700 N

Component Selection
Rotation
To meet the motor requirements, Yaskawa’s 100W motor (SGMJV – 01A) was selected. The following
summarizes the selection parameters at maximum speed of 5440 rpm:


Continuous torque: 0.17 N-m.
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Intermittent torque: 0.87 N-m.
Rated angular acceleration: 47800 rad/s2
Inertia: 0.0665E-4 kg-m2.

To ensure the motor will work, the RMS torque must be less than the above continuous torque and the
maximum torque must be less than the above intermittent torque. In addition, the inertia ratio must be
less than 20, and should be close to 10 or less for high performance. From previous analysis, our results
were:





Maximum torque: 0.818 N-m.
RMS torque: 0.129 N-m.
Maximum angular acceleration: 15480 rad/s2
Inertia ratio: 5.81

From this comparison, our motor selection will work. More detailed specifications of the motor can be
found in Appendix D.
Translation
To provide translation, an actuator driven by a motor will be used.
Actuator
To meet the actuator requirements, Macrondynamics MSA-PSC actuator was selected. Detailed
specifications of the actuator can be found in Appendix D. The rated speed of the actuator is less than
specified by motion requirements, 1270mm/s and 2.06 m/s respectively. However, the next step up in
actuator size is more expensive by several factors, and the manufacturer has said due to the low
loading, the actuator can be pushed to a higher speed. A detailed drawing can be found in Appendix B.
Motor
To meet the motor requirements to drive the actuator, Yaskawa’s 100W motor (SGMJV – 01A) was
selected. The following summarizes the selection parameters at maximum speed of 4710 rpm:





Continuous torque: 0.19 N-m.
Intermittent torque: 1.0 N-m.
Rated angular acceleration: 47800 rad/s2.
Inertia: 0.0665E-4 kg-m2.

To ensure the motor will work, the same comparison with motor specifications at operating speed as
previous motor selection was used. Below is a summary of the results from previous analysis.





Maximum torque: 0.732 N-m.
RMS torque: 0.17 N-m.
Inertia ratio: 11.5
Maximum acceleration: 6650 rad/s2.

Again, this shows the motor selection will work based on the analysis.
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One more check has to be done to check expected continuous operation of the motors to simulate
players moving the rod back and forth to be unpredictable or block shots. From previous analysis, below
is the summary of the requirements and the rated torques at the operating speed.





Maximum torque: 0.279 N-m.
Maximum speed: 3500 rpm.
RMS torque: 0.216 N-m.
Maximum acceleration: 973 rad/s2.




Continuous torque: 0.19 N-m.
Intermittent torque: 1.0 N-m.

In this analysis, it RMS torque is more important, and again it shows the selected motor will work.
Gearbox
To increase the output torque and decrease output speed of the motors, planetary gearboxes were
selected because of its ease of use, m maintenance, and implementation. Both the motors used to drive
the rotation and translation motion can use the same gearbox. The gearbox will be from Wittenstein.
Detailed specifications of the gearbox can be found in Appendix D. A drawing with dimensions can be
found in Appendix B.
Foosball rod
To attach the planetary gearbox to the foosball table rod, a rigid shaft coupling was selected. To do so,
the two shafts must be the same diameter. As a result, a step will have to me machined onto the 14 mm
diameter foosball table rod. Since the diameter of the gearbox output shaft is 12 mm, the step needed
will be 12 mm diameter. A detailed drawing of the rod can be found in Appendix B
Attachments
Brackets
To mount the motor and gearbox to the carrier, a 90° bracket will be used. It will be made of 0.25’’ thick
6061 Aluminum from McMaster-Carr, and machined to fit the output side of the gearbox. The bracket
will be able to mount onto the actuator. A detailed drawing of the bracket can be found in Appendix B.
Fasteners
Fasteners will be needed to attach all the mounts to its mating components. All the fasteners used are
metric socket head cap screws with low head from McMaster-Carr. The following summarizes the
fasteners used.



Motor mount
o M4 12mm length to attach motors to gearboxes and gearboxes to brackets.
Carrier mounting plate
o M6 16mm length to attach to carrier
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Wiring for Motors

Figure 19 Wiring diagram for drives
To supply power to the drives, a wiring diagram was created, shown in figure 19. All drives (SGDV2R1F21A and SGDV-R90F21A) are powered by 120 VAC from the wall. The power from wall goes to a
20A circuit breaker, and then branches off to four on-off toggle switches. Each switch controls to one
rod (rotation and translation motor). From each switch, power gets branched off from terminal blocks to
provide enough leads to power the drives. It is optional to have fuses between the terminal blocks and
the terminals of the drive, since the drives have their own current protection internally. All power
wiresfor the SGDV-2R1F21A drives are to be AWG14. All power wiresfor the SGDV-R90F21A drives are to
be AWG16. All ground wires are to be AWG 14.
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Figure 20 Rough locations of wiring components, switches not shown
Figure 20 shows the location of wiring components. The toggle switches are not shown, but they will be
on a side panel to be accessed from outside without opening the case.

Logic Rules
Description
To implement the logic outlined in Chapter 3, the motion controls will be programmed in MotionWorks
for the Yaskawa MP3200iec controller. Each motor will act independently of eachother. The x location of
the ball will determine whether the foosman is vertical, horizontal, or shoot. The y location of the ball
will determine each rod’s axial position. If the ball is within the possible block zone of a rod, it will try to
block it with a foosman. In the program, there is also a function that can zero all the rods or each rod
individually. Currently, the rods have to be moved manually to their zero position first before sending
the command.
Implementation
The following shows the development of equations that define logic for motion controls for the PLC.
Zero for the ball position is defined as the lower left corner of the field in following figures. Zero position
for rotation is when the foosman is vertical. Zero position for translation is when the rubber stopper for
the rod is butted against the bottom wall in the following figures. All move commands are in absolute
coordinates.
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Figure 21 Definition of measured values along X direction for foosball table
To control rotation of the rods, the physical parameters shown on figure21 are measured and used. The
logic for rotating the rods only depend on the x position of the ball, BALL_X_POSITION. SHOT_DIST is a
value defined to be 30mm which is the distance away from the rod that the foosman can still hit. A
summary of the measurements used for rotation logic is in the following table.
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Table 7 Summary of measured values along X direction
ROD1_BAK_DIST
ROD1_FWD_DIST
ROD2_BAK_DIST
ROD2_FWD_DIST
ROD3_BAK_DIST
ROD3_FWD_DIST
ROD4_BAK_DIST
ROD4_FWD_DIST
SHOT_DIST

74.612mm
85.725mm
220.662mm
238.125mm
511.175mm
525.463mm
803.275mm
819.15mm
30mm

Rod 1 Rotation:




If BALL_X_POSITION is less than ROD1_BAK_DIST, then ROD 1 moves to 0°.
If BALL_X_POSITION is between ROD1_FWD_DIST + SHOT_DIST, then ROD 1 performs a shot
command.
If BALL_X_POSITION is greater than ROD1_FWD_DIST + SHOT_DIST, then ROD 1 moves to 90°.

Rod 2 Rotation:




If BALL_X_POSITION is less than ROD2_BAK_DIST, then ROD 2 moves to 0°.
If BALL_X_POSITION is between ROD2_FWD_DIST + SHOT_DIST, then ROD 2 performs a shot
command.
If BALL_X_POSITION is greater than ROD2_FWD_DIST + SHOT_DIST, then ROD 2 moves to 90°.

ROD 3 and ROD 4 follows the same logic as ROD 1 and ROD 2, except with their respective distances.
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Figure 22 Definition of measured values in Y direction for foosball table
To control translation of the rods, the physical parameters shown on figure 22 are measured and used.
The logic for linear motion of the rods only depend on the y position of the ball, BALL_Y_POSITION.
For each rod, the travel is measured. Then, the length each rod can block (ROD#_COVER_LG) is
determined. Each foosman on their respective rod will take an equal portion of the block length to
guard. The following table summarizes the measured values used.
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Table 8 Summary of measured values in Y direction
ROD1_TRAVEL
ROD1_FT_DIST
ROD1_COVER_LG
ROD2_TRAVEL
ROD2_FT_DIST
ROD2_FT_WD
ROD2_COVER_LG
ROD3_TRAVEL
ROD3_FT_DIST
ROD3_FT_WD
ROD3_COVER_LG
ROD4_TRAVEL
ROD4_FT_DIST
ROD4_FT_WD
ROD4_COVER_LG

239.0mm
220.662mm
239.0mm
363.0mm
38.0mm
241.4mm
595.249mm
121.5mm
38.0mm
120.65mm
607.06mm
235.0mm
38.0mm
184.15mm
603.3mm

ROD#_COVER_LG is defined by ROD#_FT_DIST and the travel length. Using ROD 1 as an example, the
possible block zone for the single foosman is determined to be from
to
. Therefore, the length that ROD 1 can cover is:
–
Similarly for ROD 2, the possible block zone can be determined to be from
to
. Therefore, the length that ROD 2 can
cover is:

Similar calculations can be done for ROD 3 and ROD 4 to find their respective length they can cover.
Since each foosman takes an equal portion of the cover length for their respective rods, the equations
that governs the move command will be different depending on BALL_Y_POSITION. For each foosman to
block the ball, first the BALL_Y_POSITION has to fall within its guard zone, then it will follow its own
equation that defines the position the motor needs to move.
Rod 1 Translation:


If BALL_Y_POSITION is between ROD1_FT_DIST and (ROD1_FT_DIST+ROD1_TRAVEL), then ROD
1 move to (BALL_Y_POSITION – ROD1_FT_DIST)

Rod 2 Translation:


If BALL_Y_POSITION is between ROD2_FT_DIST and (ROD2_FT_DIST+ROD2_COVER_LG/2) then
ROD 2 move to (BALL_Y_POSITION – ROD2_FT_DIST)
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If BALL_Y_POSITION is between (ROD2_FT_DIST+ROD2_COVER_LG/2) and
(ROD2_FT_DIST+ROD2_COVER_LG) then ROD 2 move to BALL_Y_POSITIONROD2_FT_DIST+ROD2_FT_WD)

Rod 3 Translation:









If BALL_Y_POSITION is between ROD3_FT_DIST and (ROD3_FT_DIST+ROD3_COVER_LG/5) then
ROD 3 move to (BALL_Y_POSITION – ROD3_FT_DIST)
If BALL_Y_POSITION is between (ROD3_FT_DIST+ROD3_COVER_LG/5) and
(ROD3_FT_DIST+2*ROD3_COVER_LG/5) then ROD 2 move to BALL_Y_POSITIONROD2_FT_DIST+ROD2_FT_WD)
If BALL_Y_POSITION is between (ROD3_FT_DIST+2*ROD3_COVER_LG/5) and
(ROD3_FT_DIST+3*ROD3_COVER_LG/5) then ROD 2 move to BALL_Y_POSITIONROD2_FT_DIST+2*ROD2_FT_WD)
If BALL_Y_POSITION is between (ROD3_FT_DIST+3*ROD3_COVER_LG/5) and
(ROD3_FT_DIST+4*ROD3_COVER_LG/5) then ROD 2 move to BALL_Y_POSITIONROD2_FT_DIST+3*ROD2_FT_WD)
If BALL_Y_POSITION is between (ROD3_FT_DIST+4*ROD3_COVER_LG/5) and
(ROD3_FT_DIST+5*ROD3_COVER_LG/5) then ROD 2 move to BALL_Y_POSITIONROD2_FT_DIST+4*ROD2_FT_WD)

Similar equations can be listed for ROD 4. Details of the entire program used can be found in Appendix
H.

Scoreboard
Description
The purpose of the scoreboard is to automate scorekeeping and hide the camera. The scoreboard will
be a triangular shape with the player and AI score displayed using seven segment LED displays controlled
by a microcontroller. The scoreboard will be automated with only a reset score button available to
players. It can also be painted with any logos or desired aesthetics. The full scoreboard will have each of
its three sides displaying the same information with the camera in the middle. Figure 23 shows the
exploded and full assembly.
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Figure 23 Exploded view of scoreboard with only one panel and its full assembly.
Panels
Each panel be a vertical plate showing the score for the A.I. (artificial intelligence or computer) and
player using a total of four seven segment displays, allowing the score for each side to go up to 99 unless
reset by a player. The seven segment displays will be glued or caulked onto rectangular slots of the
panel. Aesthetics of the panels will be important, as it will be a feature displayed to players and guests.
In addition to score, the panels will display the logos for Yaskawa and Cal Poly using paint, engraving,
decals, stickers, or any other method of showing an image. Additional displays can be added, and any
sharp corners and gaps where the adjacent panels meet will be filled in with caulk.
Top and bottom plates
The bottom plate will be supporting all the circuitry, microcontroller, and camera hidden by the outer
three panels. The top plate will be attached to the vision arch.
Electronics
The seven segment displays will all be controlled by a microcontroller that takes input from the player
for reset to zeros or from a laser sensor to increase the score. The laser sensor consists of a laser diode
and photocell mounted inside the goal of each side. The microcontroller will read the voltage across the
photocell for changes in voltage in a voltage divider circuit. When the ball passes the laser, the photocell
will change resistance, and therefore voltage across it, indicating a goal was scored.
Since each panel displays the same information, the LEDs controlling the player score for each panel can
be controlled by the same output connected in parallel, same can be done for the AI score. Since the
LEDs will draw more power than available from the microcontroller, there will be an external power
source to power the LEDs and the microcontroller will control transistor switches to turn the LEDs on
and off.
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Scoreboard Analysis Results
Power
A brief circuitry analysis was needed to calculate the power needs of the system. The total current
needed is the sum of the operating currents required for all the individual LEDs (84 total). Total power is
calculated with P = Itotal*VFB.
Requirements:



All LEDs must be able to turn on at the same time.
84 LEDs total (12 displays with 7 segments each).

Operating specifications of each LED:



Forward voltage: 8.4 V.
Operating current: 30 mA.

Results:



Total power: 21.17 W.
Total current: 2.52 A.

Based on these results, an AC to DC adapter must be selected that will provide at least 8.4 V and a
power rating of at least 21.17 W.
LED Circuit
When powered, each LED of the seven segment display must have its current regulated to be its
operating current. Each circuit will be a LED in series with a resistor, which will be found in this analysis
using Ohm’s Law. Since this is a simple series circuit, R = V/I, where V is the voltage source subtracted by
the forward voltage of the LED and I is the operating current.
Requirements:


Current in series circuit is 30 mA.

Operating conditions:




Voltage source: 12 V.
LED forward voltage: 8.4 V.
Operating current: 30 mA.

Results:


Resistor: 120 Ω.
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Component Selection
The following is a description of parts used for the scoreboard. Specifications for each component can
be found in Appendix D.
Panels
The panels will see minimal load, so they will be machined to size from a 1/16’’ thick Aluminum plate
from McMaster-Carr. Each panel will have a small 90° bent tab on the top and bottom to bolt onto the
top and bottom plates respectively. Each panel will be rectangular in shape, with two rectangular holes
cut out for the LED displays. Detailed drawings of the panel can be found in Appendix B.
Top and bottom plate
The top plate will be made out of 1/8” thick aluminum and will be removable from the rest of the score
board assembly to allow access to the electrical components for maintenance. There will also be
aluminum spacers that will allow easy attachment to the vision arch. The design and assembly drawings
for the top plate are located in Appendix B.
The bottom plate will be supporting a small load from the camera and electrical components, so it will
be machined to size from a 1/8’’ thick Aluminum plate from McMaster-Carr. The bottom plate will be
triangular in shape, and on each side will have holes to mate with the corresponding holes of each panel
and secured by bolts. A detailed drawing of the bottom plate can be found in Appendix B.
Electronics
To control the entire score system, an Arduino microcontroller will be used. It was selected based on
ease of use and many available instructions and guides found on the internet. Due to the many required
output pins to drive the LED displays, shift registers will be used to increase the outputs of the
microcontroller (one for each unique LED display, 4 total)
To sense the ball going into a goal, a photocell connected to a microcontroller input in a voltage divider
circuit will be used. This will consist of a laser diode and a mini photocell connected to the Arduino. Each
sensor circuit will be connected to an audio plug and mate with an audio jack connected to the Arduino
for easy modification and replacement.
To ensure guests can see the score from a few meters away, relatively large 7 segment LED displays will
be used (2.25’’ digit height). Since they are large and do not see very widespread use, circuitry will have
to be constructed to drive it.
For each LED of the displays, it will be a simple series circuit with the LED and a current limiting resistor.
Every LED circuit will be identical and connected in parallel to ensure the same voltage and current. At
one end of the parallel circuit, it will be connected to ground. The other end will be connected to the
power supply and a transistor switch controlled by the Arduino. Since there are only 4 unique 7 segment
LED displays with others being repeats, the Arduino will only be controlling 28 outputs.
To ensure the circuitry is easy to modify, it will be built on breadboards. Each panel will have its own
breadboard for a total of 3. To ensure the LEDs and its circuits are easily replaceable and modifiable,
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each LED display will have its pins connected to a RJ45 plug, which will connect to a RJ45 Keystone jack
on its corresponding breadboard.
Since RJ45 jacks and plugs will be used, the wiring will consist of Cat5 networking cable for all the
circuitry. A 12V AC DC adapter with maximum current of 5A will be used as a power source.
Refer to the cost analysis section for a detailed list of the components and Appendix D for detailed
specifications.

Sensing System
The sensing system we are using for this project is a vision system that will capture images of the
playfield from a camera and transmit them to a CPU that will process the image and determine the
position of the ball and use that to calculate the position to which the rods should move.
The system consists of a color network camera with Gigabit interface that captures frames at a rate of
120 fps that is connected to a Gigabit network interface card installed in a computer operating with an
Intel i5 processor.
The camera (Basler acA640-120gc) was chosen due to the Gigabit interface, the capture formats that
support color, and the frame rate. The Gigabit interface allows the propagation time of the image from
the camera to the CPU to be negligible as part of the software response time. We are currently planning
to use a color detection algorithm to determine the position of the ball from the image thus the camera
support color format is necessary. The frame rate of the camera is high enough to discount itself as a
limiting factor as compared to the image processing time. At 120 fps the maximum processing that
would take full advantage of the frame rate of the camera is 8.33 milliseconds. Since the projected
image processing time is greater than that the software response time is not limited by the camera.
The CPU (Dell Inspiron 660) was chosen due to the PCIe interface that would accept the Gigabit network
interface card, the Intel i5 processor, and its relative cost effectiveness. The network interface card is
necessary to interface with the IP camera which is why a laptop was not an option. The processor of the
CPU needs to be fast in order to lower image processing time of the system. The Intel i7 processor is
both newer and faster than the i5, but the computers that carry the i7 are expensive and would cost too
much.
The current camera selection necessitates the vision arch to be 1.46 meters above the playfield. This
height was lowered to approximately 1 meter by adding a 2.8mm lens to the camera.

Display Case
In order to house all the components needed for the actuation of the table, a structure adjacent to the
table is needed. The display case was designed to have the motors and actuators for the rods secured at
the appropriate height for proper functioning of the table. Keeping all parts (motors, actuators,
controllers, etc.) visible was an important requirement in the design of the display case. All the
components needed to be away from the reach of bystanders both for their safety as moving parts can
cause injury, but also to keep the components from being handled inappropriately causing damage to
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the system. To comply with these requirements, clear PETG (Polyethylene Terephtalate Glycol-modified)
panels are used as a clear barrier. Front doors were added for ease of access to the interior of the
display case for assembly purposes. The controllers, computer, and other parts sit at the bottom of the
case on a wooden base. This wooden base is painted black to match the color of the table. The
controllers can be bolted or screwed onto the board. The motors and actuators sit on top of bars higher
in the structure at the level of the rod of the foosball table. There is no other platform at the higher level
so that the motors, actuator, and attachments can be easily reached from the level below. This is
necessary since the top level is 157.75 mm tall. An isometric view of the display case can be seen below
in Figure 24.

Actuator Support Bars

Panels
Doors

Wooden Base

Figure 24 Display Case Isometric View
Actuator Attachment
The actuators sit on the support bars attached to the middle transverse bar. A set of brackets hold the
actuator to the support bar (see figure 25). The actuator is held in place due to the friction created when
the bolts are tightened. There is a gap between the support bar and the actuator body; this occurs
because the actuator’s lowest point is at the pulley case (shown as a black box at the end of the
actuator). The attachment bracket does not create a bending force on the actuator by trying to decrease
the gap. The motor and gearbox that power the actuator need to be held as well. These components are
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held by a modified gusset (bottom T-slot guide was removed) and two screws (see figure 26). The motor
support is mainly for holding the motor, not to take axial (actuator axes) loading.
Actuator

Pulley Case

Attachment
Bracket
Figure 25 Actuator Attachment

Bolts

Support Bar

Motor Support Bracket
Actuator

Motor

Bolts

Modified
Gusset
Figure 26 Motor Attachment

Safety Considerations
The Display case weights an estimated 45 kg without actuators and other components. If carried, it
should be done by two, ideally by holding it by the gussets and profile faster cubes. Lift by bending at
the knees and keeping the back straight. Make sure the doors will not open while lifting the display case.
During assembly and disassembly, use caution when installing the motors and actuators so that they do
not fall before they are attached properly to the structure. Avoid hitting the PGET panels. Although
unlikely, if the PGET panels are hit, they may crack and possibly shatter. In order to reduce waste on the
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panel support, the 790 mm and 720 mm strip are cut to half their length (395 and 360 mm respectively)
This allows to have less waste and order less material thus saving some money (see copy of analysis on
Appendix E).
Analysis Results
For the stress analysis of the bars of the structure it was assumed that the mass of the actuator, motors,
brackets, etc. is about 7.5 kg and the mass of the components at the bottom of the case is 20 kg.
Analysis was done for the actuator support, middle transverse, bottom support, bottom transverse, and
vertical bars. Table 6 below displays the factor of safety yielded from the calculations for yielding and
fatigue loading. The worst case of loading is seen in the middle support bar since it holds all the
actuators thus supports loads due to weight and actuation forces. However, even for worse case loading
(all the actuators activating at max force at the same time), the safety factor is of about 2.34 for fatigue,
which shows the structure will not fatigue during the expected life of the table. Fatigue analysis was only
done for the actuator support and the middle transverse bar since these bars see cyclic loading.
Table 9 Yield and Fatigue safety factors for 40x40 bars used in structure of display case.
Bar

Yield Safety Factor

Fatigue Safety Factor

Actuator Support

143.7

57.6

Middle Transverse

5.8

2.34

Bottom Support

87.7

N/A

Bottom Transverse

36.1

N/A

Vertical

8.2

N/A

Material Selection
In order to keep the weight of the display case low, aluminum was selected for the structure. Due to
their widespread use in industry, aesthetic level, and ease of assembly, extruded aluminum profiles
were selected. For the panels PGET was selected. A clear, affordable material was needed to keep the
actuation components out of the reach of the bystanders while allowing for vision of the parts. Glass
could easily break and shatter so it was eliminated. Acrylic and PGET were left. Since both materials are
machinable the decision came down to cost. PGET is slightly cheaper and thus was selected. All other
parts of the display case (such as fasteners) were chosen to better function with the profiles chosen and
the actuators.
Special fabrication/Assembly Considerations
The middle transverse bar has gussets on top and bottom. This may seem too conservative since the
forces are small compared to the claimed max force for the gussets. However, the moments are high
enough to justify using more gussets (see Appendix E for gusset information. 40x40 gusset used). For the
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motor support gusset use, the T-slot guide at the bottom faces need to be removed since the gusset will
be placed at 90° of its designed position.
The attachment bracket that joins the actuator to the structure is in the form of a z bar. However, it is
too small to buy a standard part. Aluminum sheets were chosen for the bracket. Bend the metal so that
the faces in contact with the bar and the actuator are 6 mm offset. Forming an actual z (square corners)
is not important. However, it is important that the holes for the screws are 48 mm apart. For this
reason, bend the sheet metal first then drill the clearance holes.
The dimensions for the position of the actuator support bars should be taken more as a guide of where
to start positioning. It is far more important to make sure the motors, shaft coupling, gearboxes and
actuator do not feel a bending stress or other kind of undesired stresses. To assemble, put up all part on
the structure and tighten fasteners for the support bars a bit. Move the bars as needed to ensure the
best alignment of the motion components. When best position is found, tighten all loose fasteners.

Playfield Cover
Description
The play field cover is the evolved form of the flip cover from the concept design section. Its purpose is
to keep the moving parts on the playfield completely separate from the player while the system is
running. This includes stopping the ball from flying out of the play area. There were a few challenges to
overcome with this sub system. The primary challenges were attaching the cover to the table, lifting the
cover above the feet of the foosmen as they stick up outside of the play area when inverted, and
creating a way so that the cover will stay open when opened and stay closed when closed. In addition
the playfield cover needs to have an appropriate aesthetic value and be easy to disassemble.

Figure 27 Model of the flip cover system created in solid works.
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The system consists of two layers, a bottom layer that anchors the cover to the table and lifts the
polycarbonate sheet of the cover above the reach of the foosmen feet and a top layer that houses the
clear poly carbonate cover that will keep the ball in the play area. The two layers are joined by hinges at
the back that allow for opening and closing of the cover. The system also incorporates two gas spring
pistons at a 15 lb. setting from McMaster Carr that will assist in opening the play field cover and holding
it open. In addition a magnetic switch from McMaster Carr has been added which will be used as a kill
switch that will prevent the motors from running when the play cover is open. The complete list of
drawings including the assembly is in Appendix B on pages 80-83.
Material Selection
In order to meet the above requirements a structure was designed out of standard Bosch aluminum
extruded parts. Bosch provides a large selection of parts that can be easily fitted together to form
structures. They are also heavily used in industry and would not be out of place in an industry trade
show environment. The down side to using Bosch parts is the extra cost. The total cost of the system is
approximately $500. One alternative would be to construct the cover out of a less expensive material
such as wood but the system may suffer aesthetically. This is weighed against the fact that the entire
playfield cover can be made with little to no fabrication with Bosch parts. In the interest of aesthetics
and ease of implementation Bosch Parts were chosen.
Analysis and Results
The two main critical design concerns on the playfield cover are the impact of the polycarbonate from
the ball and the force needed by the gas spring pistons to assist lifting the play cover.
The impact energy of the 25 gram ball traveling at 8 meters per second was calculated and compared to
the Izod impact rating listed in the McMaster Website. It is assumed that ball will impact the poly
carbonate at a 60° angle and transfer all kinetic energy into impact energy. The details of these
calculations are in Appendix E.
In order to determine the appropriate gas spring piston size and settings to open the playfield safety
cover a minimum of 45°, the geometry of the playfield cover and the gas spring piston fully extended
length was used. Then using a simplified geometry in order to make calculation iteration quicker, the
geometry of the playfield was determined for every increment of 5°. Assuming the piston puts out a
constant force, the force needed by the user in order to hold the cover stationary was calculated for
every piston force setting and every 5° from 0° to 50°. The setting that minimized the force input of the
user while holding the cover open when the cover is fully open and closed when the cover is fully closed
was found to be the minimum force setting of 15 lb. The details of the calculations are presented in
Appendix E.
Special Considerations
One issue to consider with this design is the possibility of light reflected off the of the polycarbonate
surface. This light may interfere with the detection of the ball by the camera. Testing needs to be done
to decide whether this is a legitimate concern or not. An experiment to explore this is talked about in
Chapter 5, Reflection of Polycarbonate section.
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There are two possible alternatives that may fix this should it become an issue. The first is using in place
of the polycarbonate, a wire mesh. This will eliminate the reflection issue completely, however this may
interfere with ball detection since the wire mesh would be have to be dense enough survive pressure
from a person and be able to keep a person’s fingers from sticking through the mesh.
The other possibility is to put lights in the play field that will emphasize the light coming out of the field
over the reflected light. Due to limited room this may have to be done with LED lights that could be
placed in the bottom layer of the play cover.
The playfield will also be attached to the table using non-permanent hook and loop attachment. This
means that over time the holding capabilities of the hook and loop will wear. According to McMaster
the Velcro will lose 50% of its holding strength after 1000 attachments. Since the playfield should not
see any significant forces this should not be an issue. However Velcro replacement over a long time
period may be required.

Vision Arch
Description
The vision arch is the structure that will support the scoreboard and Vision sub systems. The ultimate
goal is to provide a solid structure that will be sturdy enough to support the loads but light enough that
it will not over stress the side panels of the foosball table.
Material Selection
The materials for the vision arch are mainly from Bosch Extruded Aluminum parts. The reasoning for this
is the ease of assembly and the aesthetic value and the relatively light weight. The extruded parts also
allow for any electrical wiring between the scoreboard, camera and the rest of the system to be hidden.
The model structure is shown below with the scoreboard attachment.

Figure 28 Model of the Vision Arch system created in solid works.
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The vision arch will be attached to the sides of the table via aluminum brackets shown below in figure
29. These brackets will be made from Aluminum U-channels from McMaster Carr. The U-channels will
need to be machined to the appropriate inner width, and the holes 6 M8 bolts that will be used to hold
the bracket and vision arch to the table. The drawings for the vision arch and brackets are in Appendix B.

Figure 29 Aluminum Bracket model.
Analysis and Results
The following are a discussion of the analyses and results of the vision arch system. The results are
summarized in table 7 at the end of the section.
The height of the vision arch required by the vision system was calculated using the camera’s field of
view and dimensions of the playfield. The minimum height was calculated to be 1.46m above the playing
field. This made the total height of the system approximated 2.56m. The detailed calculations are
present in Appendix E.
Stress analysis was performed on the structure and the sides of the table. The arch structure was
analyzed assuming that the scoreboard and camera would way 20 lb. This is an over estimate as the
actual weight of the scoreboard is closer to 10 lb. The horizontal beam of the arch was analyzed using
bending stress and deflection assuming simple supports. The vertical supports were analyzed assuming
an axially loaded beam and Euler Buckling criteria. The details of these calculations are available in
Appendix E.
The aluminum brackets were analyzed using bending and axial stress analysis due to the weight of the
Vision Arch. The bracket is going to consist of a 1/8 inch thick U-channel with a flat 1/8 inch thick plate
welded onto the end of it using a corner weld. In order to be conservative the bracket was treated as a
90° with no sides and the force was assumed to be acting on the very edge of the bottom support. The
maximum bending and axial stress will be located at the corner of the bracket and increased by the
stress concentration there which requires a high factor of safety to ensure the bracket will not fail. The
details of these calculations are available in Appendix E.
The side panels of the table were analyzed using bearing stress due to the shear stress on the bolts from
the weight of the vision arch and a 50 lb. force applied to the side of the arch at a height of 5.5 feet. This
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was done to simulate the weight of a person leaning against the vision arch. The calculations were done
with the assumption that only one bracket was seeing the torque and shear and only the 2 of the 6 bolts
were seeing the stress. Under this condition the factor of safety was found to be 0.48. This is an
unacceptable result and thus extra reinforcement has been added to the table. The detail of this
calculation is presented in Appendix E.
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Table 10 Vision Arch Analysis Results Summary
Calculation

Result

Factor of
Safety

Condition

1.46 m

x

Acceptable

Horizontal Beam Bending Stress

5.76 MPa

34.72

Acceptable

Horizontal Beam Deflection

0.654 mm

x

Acceptable

Vertical column Axial Stress

0.116 MPa

1724

Acceptable

9.84 kN

93.76

Acceptable

Aluminum Bracket Stress

62.4 MPa

3.87

Acceptable

Table Bearing Stress

19.6 MPa

0.48

Unacceptable

Camera Height

Vertical Column Buckling Force

Special Considerations
One of the special considerations concerning the vision arch structure is the height. Due to the narrow
field of view of the camera, the system is 2.46m tall. This may cause issues depending on the amount of
vertical room where the table is to be displayed. This could be lowered if an appropriate lens was added
to the vision system which is discussed in the sensing section of this chapter.
In order to help prevent the table from being torn up the bracket is going to be made permanent.
Extra support is needed to ensure that the side panels of the table will not break. These have been
added into the final assembly but calculations still need to be done before ordering those parts.

User Interface
The user interface allows the user to control certain aspects of how the system operates. There is a
power switch that turns the system on and off, a play/pause switch that switches the system between
play and pause states, and a reset score button that allows the user to reset the score to begin a new
game. The playfield cover controls a switch that will put the system into a state where the other user
controls are disabled as well as the motors and will not re-enable until the cover is down.
User Interface Components





POWER – switch (on, off)
PLAY/PAUSE – switch (play, pause)
RESET SCORE – button
COVER – switch(up, down)

User Interface States
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COVER UP
o Motors disabled
o Automatic scoring disabled
o User interface disabled
PAUSE
o Motors disabled
o Automatic scoring disabled
o User interface enabled
PLAY
o Motors enabled
o Automatic scoring enabled
o User interface enabled
o RESET SCORE disabled

Bill of Materials & Cost Analysis
The following is a list of all the equipment needed for the project and their costs. The list is split up into
subsystems. Everything in the list has a corresponding part number that is listed in the parts list of the
drawings in the drawing packet in Appendix B.

Motion
Cost
Description

Source

Part Number

QTY.

Servomotor 100W
Servomotor 150W
Programmable Logic Controller
100V, 100W Servopak
100V, 200W Servopak

Yaskawa
Yaskawa
Yaskawa
Yaskawa
Yaskawa
Macrondynamics/Isotech
inc

SGMJV-01A
SGMJV-C2A
MP3200iec
??
??

4
4
1
4
4

Unit
Price
x
x
X
X
X

MSA-PSC

4

412

1648

Wittenstein

LP 050S-MF14-0B1

8

x

donated

McMaster-Carr

93070A103

1

7.92

7.92

McMaster-Carr

93070A145

1

9.63

9.63

McMaster-Carr

8982K62

1

52.99

52.99

4

23.19

92.76

4

36.29
TOTAL

145.16
1956.46

Belt Driven Linear Actuator
4:1 Planetary Gearbox
M4 Sockethead Cap Screw 12mm
length x50
M6 Sockethead Cap Screw 16mm
length x50
90° Angle 6061 Al 3'' x 3'' 1/4''
Thick 4ft Length
3/8" to 12mm Shaft Coupling

Misumi

12mm to 12mm Shaft Coupling

McMaster-Carr

CPO32-9.52512
2469K4

Total
Cost
donated
donated
donated
donated
donated
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Electrical for Motors
Description

Source

Part Number

Quantity

WIRE AWG 16 BLK 100 FT
WIRE AWG 16 WHT 100 FT
WIRE AWG 14 BLK 50 FT
WIRE AWG 14 WHT 50 FT
WIRE AWG 14 GRN 50 FT
QUICK-DISCONNECT 0.25" FEMALE
INS
CONN TERM BLK MOD 26-10AWG
GRAY
DIN RAIL 35X7.5MM SLOTTED 29.7"
END BRACKET TERM BLOCK SNAP ON
CONN TERM BLK PARTITIN PLATE GRY
BRIDGE TERM BLOCK 4POS
BRIDGE TERM BLOCK 2POS
FUSE BLOCK 3AG 4POS 1/4" QC
FUSE 250V FAST 3AG 2.5A
FUSE 250V FAST 3AG 8A CART
SWITCH TOGGLE SPST 10A 125V
SWITCH ON-OFF PLATE .025"
CIR BRKR MAG-HYDR 20A LEVER
Battery 9V
Term Rng Ins16-14G8-10SD
Term Rng Ins16-14G4-6ST
Digital Multimeter
Term Rng Ins16-14G8-10SD
Terminal and Crimping Tool Kit
Rosin Solder 30Z
3/4" x 30' Vinyl Carded Elect Tape
22-16 AWG Red Butt Splice 75pk
16-14 AWG Butt Splice 75 pkk
16/3 25' Extention Cord
Wire 16 AWG 24' Red
Disconnect 16-14 AWG 0.250"
Female 75 pk
Ring Terminal Assortment 22-14 AWG
9' Black Power Tool Cord
SWITCH, TOGGLE, DPST, 20A, 250V

McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr

7587K84
7587k421
7587k65
7587k451
7587k614

1
1
1
1
1

Cost
Unit
Total
Price
Cost
24.79
24.79
24.79
24.79
19.545 19.545
19.545 19.545
19.545 19.545

McMaster Carr

7243k21

1

11.62

11.62

Digi-Key

277-2027-ND

40

1.16

46.4

Digi-Key
Digi-Key
Digi-Key
Digi-Key
Digi-Key
Digi-Key
Digi-Key
Digi-Key
Digi-Key
Digi-Key
Digi-Key
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot

277-5375-ND
277-2112-ND
277-2040-ND
277-3234-ND
277-2504-ND
F4929-ND
F4791-ND
F2515-ND
451-1182-ND
451-1190-ND
288-1229-ND
??
??
??
??
??
032076038755
070042196665
813848010052
032076075187
032076074708
756847000443
048243001200

1
4
7
15
10
10
20
20
4
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

8.77
1.01
0.66
1.808
0.567
4.08
0.36
0.38
3.75
0.33
45.36
3.59
3.59
3.59
29.99
3.59
5.95
7.97
1.97
5.59
6.59
9.97
5.2

8.77
4.04
4.62
27.12
5.67
40.8
7.2
7.6
15
1.32
45.36
3.59
3.59
3.59
29.99
3.59
5.95
7.97
1.97
5.59
6.59
9.97
5.2

Home Depot

032076075385

1

5.37

5.37

Home Depot
Home Depot
Newark

032076074760
781756626323
32M5239

1
1
3

5.34
13.97
19.73
TOTAL

5.34
13.97
59.19
505.195
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Scoreboard
Description
Green 1 Digit 7 Segment Display
2.25''
Mini Photocell
Laser Diode 5mW
1/16'' 24''x24'' Al sheet
1/8'' 12''x24'' Al sheet
Arduino Mega 2560 R3
Red Arcade Button Switch w/ 3
Terminal Microswitch
Shift Register 8-bit-74HC595
Breadboard - Translucent SelfAdhesive
Heat Shrink - Black 5' x 1/4"
Audio Plug - 3.5mm
Audio Jack - 3.5mm
RJ45 Keystone Jack Cat5
RJ45 Plug Cat5e
RJ45 Crimp, Cut, Strip Tool
Permatex 81158 Black Silicone
Adhesive Sealant, 3 oz. Tube
AC DC Wall Adapter R-Series 12V 60W
Adapter Wall R-Series Clip Kit
(All countries)
DC Barrel Jack Adapter Breadboard Compatible
120 Ohm Resistor x100
N Channel MOSFET 60V 400mA
M6x16 Low Head Hex Screw x25
RJ45 Networking Cat5e Patch
Cable - 50ft
Standard Duty Hot Melt Gun
(uses 1/2'' dia sticks)
1/2'' Dia Glue Stick 4'' Length
1lb pkg
1 µF Capacitor

Cost
Unit
Total
Price
Cost

Source

Part Number

QTY.

Digikey/Lumex

LDS-CD12RI

12

9.09

109.08

Sparkfun
Digikey/ US Lasers Inc
Mcmaster-Carr
Mcmaster-Carr
Sparkfun

SEN-09088
D6505I
88685K18
8973K79
DEV-11061

2
2
1
1
1

1.50
9.00
27.02
25.03
50.98

3.00
18.00
27.02
25.03
50.98

Sparkfun

COM-09336

1

1.95

1.95

Sparkfun

COM-00733

4

1.50

6.00

Sparkfun

PRT-09567

3

5.95

17.85

Sparkfun
Sparkfun
Sparkfun
Digikey/Assmann
WSW
Digikey/Stewart
Connector
Amazon/TRENDNET

PRT-08830
COM-11143
PRT-08032

1
2
2

1.95
0.50
1.50

1.95
1.00
3.00

DN-93501-U/WH

12

2.39

28.68

SS-37000-002

12

0.50

6.00

TC-CT68

1

15.75

15.75

Amazon

-

1

4.84

4.84

Digikey/Phihong USA

PSA60R-120-R

1

35.10

35.10

Digikey/Phihong USA

RPBAG

1

3.06

3.06

Sparkfun

PRT-10811

1

0.95

0.95

Digikey/Yageo
Digikey/Fairchild
Semicond
Mcmaster-Carr

CFR-25JB-52-120R

1

2.42

2.42

BS270

28

0.50

14.00

92855A616

1

8.47

8.47

Amazon/Mediabridge

-

1

9.49

9.49

Mcmaster-Carr

7518A22

1

23.36

23.36

Mcmaster-Carr

7518A731

1

15.74

15.74

Digikey/TDK
Corporation

FK28X7R1C105K

4

0.31

1.24

TOTAL

433.96
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Vision System
Cost
Description
Basler Gigabit Ethernet
Network Camera
Dell Inspiron 660
Gigabit ET Dual Port Server
Adapter
14ft Cat6 Molded Shielded
Patch Cable - Gray

Source

Part Number

QTY.

Unit
Price

Total
Cost

GrafTek

acA640-120gc

1

538.00

538.00

Dell

Inspiron 660

1

579.99

579.99

Intel

E1G42ET

1

72.00

72.00

C2G

31218

1

19.99

19.99

TOTAL

1209.98

Display Case

Description
40x40 Aluminum Extruded Bar (6 m)
Handle
Hinges
3S Corner Cubes
2S Corner Cubes
Gusset
Panel Support Insert (2 m)
10MM, M8 T-bolt fastening kit, L=14
10MM, M8 T-bolt fastening kit, L=19
8MM, M6 T-bolt fastening kit, L=14
M6 x 1 x 20 Bolt (X100)
M6 flange nut (X100)
Magnetic Catches
PGET (1/8*48*96 in)
PGET (1/8*48*48 in)
Actuator Attachment Material (Al 2024)
Plywood (0.25*4*8ft)

Source
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
HomeDepot

Part Number
3842529340
3842536556
3842544504
3842529397
3842529395
3842528967
3842518351
8981021342
8981021343
8981019577
91280A330
92461A300
1101A12
85815K85
85815K65
88835K81
431178

QTY.
5
4
8
4
8
40
10
84
4
16
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Cost
Unit
Total
Price
Cost
103.58
517.9
25.27
101.08
11.02
88.16
12.36
49.44
11.34
90.72
4.23
169.2
3.46
34.6
0.79
66.36
0.79
3.16
0.84
13.44
10.9
10.9
5.37
5.37
8.97
17.94
98.96
98.96
54.73
54.73
34.68
34.68
13.27
13.27
TOTAL
1369.91
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Playfield Cover

Description
Poly Carbonate Clear Plastic Cover
DC Rated-SPST-NO-Magnetic Switch
Gas Spring Lift Assist-15 lb setting
General Purpose Hook and Look
Velcro
Rubber sheet for Cushsions
40x40 Aluminum Extruded Profiles
1.2m
40x40 Aluminum Extruded Profiles
0.7m
Bosch Heavy Duty Hinges
Panel Insert
PlayField Handle
Corner Connector Kit
10mm T-Nuts M6
M8 bolt-16mm Metric HighStrength Steel
Cover Supports (Made from wood
board)

Cost
Unit
Total
QTY.
Price
Cost
1
76.09
76.09
1
12.14
12.14
2
15.12
30.24

Source
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr

Part Number
8574K83
65985K11
4138T58

McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr

9273K28
8463K42

1
1

29.80
9.14

29.80
9.14

Bosch Rexroth

3842993191

4

30.05

120.20

Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth
Bosch Rexroth

3842993191
3842544504
3842518351
3842536556
3842529395
3842530283

4
2
2
1
8
4

18.55
11.02
3.46
5.73
11.34
0.52

74.20
22.04
6.92
5.73
90.72
2.08

McMaster Carr

91310A530

1

11.31

11.31

Home Depot

-

1

10.00
TOTAL

10
500.61
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Vision Arch

Description
45x90 Extruded Aluminum Horizontal
Beam (1487 mm)
45x90 Extruded Aluminum Vertical
Supports (1782 mm)
Beam Gusset Connections (M8 screws &
nuts included)
Table Side Panel Support Bracket
Profile End Caps
M8 Hex Nuts (DIN 934)
M8 Bolts -40mm (Metric High Strength
Steel Class 10.9)
Metric Large-Diameter Washers—DIN
9021
M8 T Nuts (Vision Arch to Table
Attachment)
M8 T-Bolts L18 (score board
attachment)
U channel Spacer (score Board)

Source
Bosch Rexroth

3842993450

1

49.8

49.8

Bosch Rexroth

3842993450

2

50.76

101.52

Bosch Rexroth
McMaster Carr
Bosch Rexroth
McMaster Carr

3842523561
1630T332
3842511783
90592A022

4
2
4
1

4.9
15.33
0.85
4.51

19.6
30.66
3.4
4.51

McMaster Carr

91310A542

1

7.19

7.19

McMaster Carr

91116A160

1

1

4.29

Bosch Rexroth

3842530287

4

0.52

2.08

Bosch Rexroth
McMaster Carr

8981021342
1630T292

4
1

0.79
5.53
TOTAL

3.16
5.53
231.74

User Interface
Cost
Description
Source
Part Number Quantity Unit Price Total Cost
Toggle Switch Sparkfun COM-09276
1
1.95
1.95
TOTAL
1.95

QTY.

Unit
Price

Cost
Total
Cost

Part
Number
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Extra Parts Bought
Description

Source

Part Number

3/8" to 12mm Shaft Coupling

Misumi
Digikey
Digikey
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
Ace Hardware
O'Reilly Auto Parts
O'Reilly Auto Parts
O'Reilly Auto Parts
O'Reilly Auto Parts
O'Reilly Auto Parts
O'Reilly Auto Parts
Fastenal
Fastenal

CPO32-9.525-12

CROSS CONN BRIDGE TERM BLK 4POS
CROSS CONN BRIDGE TERM BLK 3POS
9' Black Power Tool Cord
Wire 14 AWG 17' Black
Solder Iron Weller 40W
Wire 16 AWG 24' Red
Rosin Solder 30Z
Bag
Hex Key Set
Fasteners
Fasteners
Toggle Switch Med Duty
Fuse Block
2A Fuses
7.5A Fuses
2A Fuses
7.5A Fuses
Fuse Block
M4-0.7X12 BHSCS
M6 X 16 FHSCS

Total Cost
System
Motion
Electrical for Motors
Scoreboard
Vision System
Display Case
Playfield Cover
Vision Arch
User Interface
Extra Parts Bought
SUBTOTAL
Tax (~8% estimated)
Shipping (estimated)
TOTAL

Cost
1956.46
505.20
433.96
1209.98
1369.91
500.61
231.74
1.95
189.02
6398.83
511.91
250.00
716.74

277-3235-ND
277-3230-ND
781756626323
048243000012
037103266910
048243001200
070042196665
??
2127124
??
??
31507
OMN4BP
AGC2BP
AGC7.5BP
AGC2BP
AGC7.5BP
OMN4BP
??
??

Cost
Unit
Total
Quantity
Price
Cost
1
19.56 19.56
33.48
18
1.86
4.76
4
1.19
13.97
1
13.97
5.20
1
5.2
1
23.97 23.97
5.20
1
5.2
7.97
1
7.97
0.10
1
0.1
1
29.99 29.99
4.20
10
0.42
1.80
10
0.18
5.99
1
5.99
3.69
1
3.69
3.09
1
3.09
3.09
1
3.09
3.09
1
3.09
3.09
1
3.09
3.69
1
3.69
100
0.0932 9.32
93
0.0405 3.77
TOTAL 189.02
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Chapter 5: Product Realization
This section describes the manufacturing processes used in the fabrication, programming, and building
of the final product.

Motion
Fabrication
To create the brackets (shown in figure 30) for the motors, a vertical band saw and mill was used to
ensure accurate positioning of mounting hole patterns. Each shaft coupling that attaches the gearbox
shaft to the rod was machined with a lathe to ensure proper fits. The following is the procedures used to
create each bracket.

Figure 30: Motor brackets. Left attaches to the 150W motor, right attaches to the 100W motor.






A stock piece of angled aluminum was cut to rough size using a band saw
The sides were milled to be flat and parallel
Bottom mounting holes were drilled on a mill using standard drill bits
Front mounting holes were drilled on a mill using standard drill bits
Front motor shaft bore was first drilled to 1” using standard drill bits then a boring head was
used to expand hole to correct size

After creating the brackets, they were tested for fit on the motors before proceeding. Afterwards, the
brackets were mounted onto the actuators and display case as shown in figure 31.
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Figure 31: Top view of motors and actuators mounted on display case
All the drives and controller was then mounted to the ¼” aluminum backing plate. Then, wiring for the
system was started using the wiring diagram in wiring section of Chapter 4. A power plug was purchased
and wired to the 20A circuit breaker. From the breaker, the wires lead to four toggle switches, each
controlling power for one rod. From the switch, the wire leads to terminal blocks that branch the wires
to provide power to all the terminals needed for the drives controlling the rod. Figure 32 shows a top
view the wiring for the system, which is located on the wooden base on the bottom of the frame. Black
wires are 120VAC, white wires are neutral, green wires are ground. The terminal blocks and circuit
breaker were mounted in 35mm DIN rails, and then hot glued onto the wood. The fuse holders were hot
glued to the wood.

Figure 32: Top view of wiring
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After power was wired to every terminal of the drives and controller, Mechatrolink III cables were
connected to all the drives and controller by cascade configuration. Encoder and motor power cables
were then connected, as shown in figure 33. All wires and cables were zip tied together to keep
organized.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 33: Front view of drives and wiring with axis number labels
After wiring was completed, the axis numbers was configured for each drive on dials on the drives. Since
MP3200iec starts the network node numbers at 3, the numbers used for this project was 3 to 10. The
odd numbered axis numbers correspond to the SGDV-2R1F21A drives. The even numbered axis numbers
correspond to the SGDV-R90F21A drives. For example, rod 1 (1 foosman) is controlled by axis 3 and 4,
rod 2 (two foosman) is controlled by axis 5 and 6, and so on as labeled on figure 33. Figure 34 shows the
drives for one rod and the controller that controls the entire system.
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Figure 34: Left: a pair of drives for one rod. Right: MP3200iec controller
Then, power was turned on for the system. Then, the config DIP switch for the controller was turned on
to automatically configures each axis before starting MotionWorks. Then, MotionWorks was started and
verified communication to the motors by running the test move function. After verifying all the motors
worked, the hardware configuration for each motor was defined as shown in figures 35-38. Torque
limits were set to 100% to ensure motors do not damage parts if they run into anything.

Figure 35: Hardware configuration, limit settings for all motors
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Figure 36: Hardware configuration, I/O settings for all motors

Figure 37: Hardware configuration, configuration settings for translation motors
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Figure 38: Hardware configuration, configuration settings for rotation motors
After hardware configurations were done, programming was started for the system according to the
logic rules specified by Chapter 4. The basic functionality was tested using manual inputs of ball position.
The following summarizes the functions created. Screenshots of the entire program can be found in
Appendix H.








Function block to power the motors was created
Function block for reading position, velocity, and torque was created
Shot function was created and integrated as part of rotation logic for each rod
Logic calculations for rotation and translation was created for each rod
Rotation and translation motions were created for each rod
Zero function was created to set the absolute encoders when necessary
Return home function was created to reset all motors to home position

In addition to the basic logic needed, additional functions were made for the senior project expo for
demonstration purposes. A manual move function was created to easily control each motor if wanted.
Since the vision system was not able to communicate with the PLC, an OPC server was set up for the
controller, and a HMI interface was created using Visu+ to simulate a ball moving across the table. In the
HMI interface, a rectangle represents the field of the foosball table, and a circle represents the ball. The
position of the ball on the HMI is directly linked to the position inputs used for the logic for the motor
movements. The ball is only able to move within a set range defined by the rectangle. To simulate a ball
moving, the circle can be dragged around, closely resembling a ball moving. This resulted in the motors
providing very smooth motions, since the position input was continuous. Sliders were also created for
the HMI to control X and Y position of the ball individually. Figure 39 shows the HMI in Visu+.
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Figure 39: Ball coordinate generating HMI in Visu+
Design Changes
In the prototype, the brackets that mount the motors to the actuator were slightly changed. They were
wider and have two additional holes for future mounting of e-chains, as shown in figure 40.
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Figure 40 New bracket design for 100W motors (SGMJV-01A)
Currently, all the motors are set to 100% torque limits, as additional work needs to be done in the
programming by the next team. The translation speed is set to 0.5 m/s, since higher speeds can cause
large vibrations in the frame when using the HMI to quickly input ball positions.
Fuses were used for the terminals of the drives, however they are optional.

Scoreboard
Fabrication
The scoreboard structure was fabricated out of two aluminum sheets. A 1/8” thick 12”x24” sheet was
used to create the bottom and top of the structure while the walls were made of a 1/16” thick 24”x24”
sheet. The entire process included the use of the following machines:





Bridgeport Mill
Sheer
Corner sheer
Drill Press
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Band Saw
Finger Brake

The spacers were machined from a small 1’ long aluminum U-channel. The channel was first cut to a 4”
section and then milled down to 3.54”. The bolt holes were made on a Bridgeport mill with a drill chuck
setup.

Figure 41: Left, Bridgeport mill, Right Vertical Bandsaw
First the top and bottom plates were cut out of the 1/8” thick sheet using a band saw. The screw holes
were added to the plates with a drill press. The center holes were made on the Bridgeport Mill by
clamping them down and then drilling into them with a 1” drill bit. The bottom plate center hole for the
camera was later widened with a step drill to 1-1/8” as the 1” hole was too small for the camera lens to
fit through.
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Figure 42: Left, sheer, Right, finger brake
The side plates were created by using an aluminum sheer to cut the 24”x”24x1/16” plate into
rectangular 200x340mm sections. A corner sheer was then used to create the tabs that would later be
bent back 90 degrees. The plates were clamped to a drill press and each M6 bolt hole was drilled into
the tabs one a time. The next step was to take the plate and mill out the square holes that would hold
the 7 segment LCD Displays. The corners were made with a file. Lastly, the tabs were folded back 90
degrees using the finger brake.
The structure was cleaned with mineral spirits and given a brushed look with a scotch bright pad before
being assembled. The completed scoreboard structure is shown below in figure 43.

Figure 43: Completed scoreboard structure
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Design Changes
Due to time constraints the scoreboard circuitry, programming, and 7 segment LCD displays were not
added to the system. It was also not painted and gaps were not filled in The structure itself matches the
design drawings in Appendix B save for the size of the center camera hole in the bottom plate, which is a
little smaller then design spec.
Fabrication recommendations
The fabrication of the structure could have been significantly reduced in both time and effort if
automated plasma cutter could have been used to cut out the initial shape of the aluminum plates. This
was not done with this prototype because the plasma cutter at Calpoly was inoperable at the time of
fabrication.

Sensing System
The sensing program was uploaded onto the computer and integrated with the Basler camera. It ran at
about 13 frames per second in its last iteration and was never integrated with the PLC.

Display Case
Fabrication
The display case consisted of 5 major features that had to be fabricated.






The Frame
The Wooden Base
The Aluminum Drive Mounting Plate
The PGET Protective Panels & Cabinet Doors
The Actuator Mounting Brackets

The machines involved in this fabrication were:






Bridgeport Mill
Metal Chop Saw
Table Saw
Vertical Band Saw
Drill Press

The frame for the display case was created using the 6m 40x40mm Bosch Rexroth extruded aluminum
bars. The bars were first cut to a more manageable 3m length using a hack saw and then cut down to
within a half inch of their final length using the metal chop saw. In order to get a more perpendicular
and refined finish, the bars were then milled down to their final lengths. Due to the extreme length of
certain bars the mills could not accurately measure the length when cutting so this was done manually
with a tape measure. This caused the bars to be slightly different lengths with differences of about 2mm
maximum. The frame was then assembled using the T-bolts, gussets, and Corner attachments that were
purchased from Bosch Rexroth.
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The wooden base was created from a 48”x56”x5/8” piece of pine plywood. The plywood was cut to size
using a Saw Stop Table saw and then the corners to cut so that the wood piece would fit comfortably
inside the frame and rest on the bottom supports.
An aluminum plate that was ¼”x6’x1’ was selected as the mounting plate for the M3200iec PLC and
SIGMA drives. This was fabricated by cutting the plate to length using a horizontal band saw and then
drilling the mounting holes with a drill press and tapping the mounting holes with M4 threads. The
drives and PLC were then mounted onto the plate with M4 screws. See APPENDIX B for the drawing of
the Mounting Plate.
The PGET sheets were cut to size using the Sawstop table saw. The side panels had a shape in one
corner that was cut with a band saw. These sheets were fit into the display case frame and doors and
supports with the panel support inserts. Cabinet doors were created the same way as the frame and
attached to the frame using Bosch Heavy Duty hinges.
The actuator mounting brackets were fabricated from a 12”x12”x1/8” aluminum plate. Although initially
designed with a bend to properly fit the actuator, the brackets were manufactured straight due to the
difficulty of making the bend precise and aesthetically acceptable. Washers were added to the screws as
spacers so that the straights brackets could properly grab the actuator without bending.
For assembly of the door frames were attached using Bosch Corner Cube Kits. These came with selftapping screws. If these elements are disassembled, the screws should be placed back very carefully to
avoid destroying the existing thread.
Design Changes
Some parts of the system had to be changed from the original design presented during the Critical
Design Review. One of the first changes was the creation of a top door. This top door is held up by two
gas pistons which aid in the lifting of the door and keep the door open. It also closes on its own when it
reaches a small enough angle. The top door is large enough to cover the whole display case. Due to its
size, it is heavy and this is where the need for the gas pistons is born. The top door, like the rest of the
display case has a large PGET sheet to protect the motors and bystanders while allowing visibility of the
components. During manufacturing, the door had to be made 15 mm shorter than initially planned. The
top PGET sheet was accidentally cut too short depth wise, forcing the change in dimensions.
Another change to the display case is the implementation of two large front doors rather than 4 front
doors. These doors have large clear PGET sheets to allow for visibility of all parts. They are kept closed
by a magnetic latch, which was also implemented after the Critical Design Review. The PGET sheets
originally had square corners coming into the sheet to fit the square corner cubes. Once the cubes were
delivered, it was noticed that a 45 degree corner could be used, which would simplify manufacturing.
The panel holders were cut into equal pieces and placed into the bars rather than using longer strips
that ran the whole length of the bars. This was done to save material.
As mentioned above, the actuator attachment bracket was changed from a bent shape to a straight
piece. This change was made to facilitate manufacturing. Washers were used as spacers. Finally, the
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back top corners of the display case the changed to fix interference between the playfield cover and the
display case. The way the model was before, if the playfield cover was opened, it would run into the
back of the display case. To fix this, 45 degree angle connector kits for 40 mm aluminum bar profiles
from Bosch were used. The connectors allowed the movement of the back corner away from the play
field cover and terminate the interference. There is one drawback to this change. There is a hole in the
back of the display case were someone could fit a hand in. Due to the timing of the project during the
quarter, this problem as not correctly addressed. A mesh was placed to cover this space for the Senior
Expo as a temporary solution. A picture of the completed table is presented below in figure 44.

Figure 44: Completed Display Case

Fabrication recommendations
It may have been unnecessary to mill the 40x40mm bars used for the frame to their final lengths. This
process gave a very nice finish to the ends of the bars, but because the bar ends are not normally visible
seen it may have been better to cut them with a band saw which would have saved about 20 hours of
work. However, it is desired to have the end face be perpendicular to the length of the bar. This will
allow for better fit of all the bars.
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If possible, smaller stock pieces could be ordered to make initial manufacturing and transport easier.
This is especially important for the aluminum stock which were 6 meters long at first and the PGET sheet
which was 4’ x 8’. Lastly, the position of the bars supporting the actuators is meant to be more of a
starting position. Alignment should be done every time the table is transported. The exact position may
change from place to place.

Playfield Cover
Fabrication
The playfield cover was fabricated using the parts bought from Bosch Rexroth. The bars were bought
pre-cut to length and all the components were standard parts.
There was difficulty with attaching the gas spring pistons from McMaster. The T-Nuts bought from Bosch
that the pistons were to screw into were the wrong size. The nuts were M6 threaded but the piston’s
ball stud threads were 5/16”-18. This mistake occurred due to a misreading of the McMaster gas spring
piston technical sheet. It was corrected by using left over material from the Aluminum Drive Mounting
Plate to create Aluminum T-Nuts that fit the Bosch Extruded Aluminum bar slots and had female 5/16”18 threads that matched the gas spring pistons ball studs.
The T-nuts were created by cutting small 1.5x1.5cm squares from the ¼” thick plate. These were then
grinded down on a grinding wheel until they fit the slots in the aluminum bars. A 5/16” through hole was
then drilled and tapped with 18 TPI through the center of each T-nut. This allowed the gas spring pistons
to be assembled to the playfield cover.
Once assembled, the playfield cover was attached to the table using Velcro. A figure of the system is
shown below.

Figure 45: Playfield cover
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Fabrication Recommendations
Better parts need to be found for the gas spring pistons so that the ball stud screws actually match the
standard M6 T-nuts. This combination was not sold by McMaster.

Vision Arch
Fabrication
The vision arch frame was fabricated using the parts bought from Bosch Rexroth. The bars were bought
pre-cut to length and all the components were standard parts.
To attach the vision arch to the table two brackets were fabricated out of an aluminum U-channel and a
1/8” aluminum plate. The machines used were:





Bridgeport Mill
Horizontal Band Saw
TIG welder
Vertical Band saw
The Arch Brackets were fabricated by cutting the U-Channel to
two 6” lengths on the horizontal band saw. The inner corners of
the brackets were originally rounded. To ensure a nice fit to the
45x90mm aluminum bar that made up the vision arch, the inner
corners were milled square. The six M8 bolt holes for the
bracket were then drilled on the mill using a mill chuck. 1/8”
thick aluminum plates were cut to the size of the bottom of the
Arch Bracket using a band saw. The plates were then welded
onto the brackets (this was done by hiring a Machine Shop Tech
to do the work). Lastly, the weld on the back of the bracket was
grinded down flat so that the bracket would fit flush against the
side of the foosball table.

Figure 46: Arch Bracket attached to table

The Arch Brackets were attached to the foosball table by drilling
six holes on either side of the foosball table that matched the
hole pattern of the Arch Brackets. The two middle holes were
then used to bolt the brackets to the Table. Figure 46 to the left
shows a close up of the brackets with the arch attached.

Lastly, the vision arch structure was set into the brackets and using M8 T-nuts pre inserted into the
vision arch, it was bolted to the table through the remaining four holes in each Arch Bracket and side of
the table. The scoreboard was then attached to the vision arch using 4 T-Bolts. The completed arch can
be seen below in figure 47.
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Figure 47: Completed Vision Arch assembly

Fabrication Recommendations
Pre inserting the T-nuts was largely a guess and check way of ensuring they were in the right position to
accept the M8 bolts through the table. In the future these T-nuts need to be position and permanently
attached to the arch to make attaching to the table a quicker process.

User Interface
Due to time constraints an appropriate user interface as was discussed in the Chapter 4 was not
implemented. The current user interface consists of 4 power switches on the right side of the display
case that can turn the power to an individual rod system off.
In order to interact with the system and display motor movements, a simple HMI interface created on
the computer. See Motion section above on page 78 for a discussion on this.
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Chapter 6: Design Verification
The following is a discussion of Design Verification Plan, an in depth look at the testing that was involved
in validating the automated foosball table’s performance. These will be experiments designed to see
how well the final product meets the original design specifications listed on page 6. The DVPR shown
below summarizes the results of the tests performed and is located in Appendix A.

Figure 48 DVPR
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Motion Tests
To determine if the motors given to us have the correct torque output to perform the motions required,
they were run with the position, velocity and acceleration specified in motion analysis of Chapter 4 while
connected to the rods. For rotation, the SGMJV-01A (100W) was used, and for translation, the SGMJVC2A was used (translation). The feedback position, command position, feedback torque, feedback
velocity, and command velocity were recorded for both rotation and translation motors. The following
section shows the results of the motor tests. If the torque is lower than 350% rated, the test was passed.
A picture of the testing system is shown below in figure 49.

Figure 49: Motor testing system
Rotational Axis results:
The requirements for the rotational axis motors are as follows (from Chapter4):




Displacement:
Speed:
Acceleration:

150 degrees
5440 RPM
221734 deg/s2
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Figure 50: The velocity profile of the rotational axis motor when loaded with the rod.
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Figure 51: The position profile of the rotational axis motor when loaded with the rod.
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Torque - Rotation
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Figure 52: The torque profile of the rotational axis motor when loaded with the rod.

The requirements for the linear axis motors are as follows (from Chapter 4):




Displacement:
Speed:
Acceleration:

6 inches (Approximately 152 millimeters)
2.06 m/s
27.8 m/s2

Translational Axis Results:

Velocity - Translation
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Figure 53: The Velocity profile of the translational axis motor when loaded with the rod.
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Position - Translation
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Figure 54: The position profile of the translational axis motor when loaded with the rod.
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Figure 55: The translation profile of the translational axis motor when loaded with the rod.

As shown by the result data, the motors can output enough torque to get the fastest motions required.
For rotation, the motor sees 350% rated torque only for a short amount of time, which is acceptable
according to Yaskawa. For translation, the torque is far below 350% rated, showing the motor will be
able to perform to specified speeds. This test also showed that the motors need to be tuned, as shown
by the offsets in the command and feedback values of velocity and position.
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Reflection of Polycarbonate Test
Experiment Description
The purpose of this experiment is to determine if the camera and program for sensing the foosball on
the surface of the foosball table will have issues when varying amounts of light are reflected off of the
polycarbonate playfield cover between the camera and the foosball. In order to accomplish this, a
webcam was suspended over the foosball table and connected to a laptop with a hue detection
program. A 12” by 12” polycarbonate sheet was hung over the edge of the foosball table’s play area
directly under the camera and the foosball was placed beneath it. Then using 5 different light sources
(along with just ambient light) light was reflected off of the poly carbonate sheet in various ways. If
the camera lost track of the ball the conditions were recorded. The equipment used to shown in the
figure below:
Mag Flash Light
Flood Light

Flash Light

12”x12” Polycarbonate
Sheet

Logitech
Webcam

LED Flash Light
LED Light Strip

Foosball

1: light
Equipment
usedtest
for the light reflection test.
Figure 56: Equipment usedFigure
for the
reflection
The foosball was placed under the polycarbonate sheet. The ability of the camera to detect the ball
through the poly carbonate sheet in ambient light was determine and then each light source was used
to reflect light off of the polycarbonate sheet into the camera. The light sources started a few inches
away from the poly carbonate sheet and if the camera lost track of the ball the light source was backed
away until the ball was detectable again. This was done with each light source.
In an attempt to overcome the reflection while one light source was reflecting light off the
polycarbonate sheet, a second source was placed under the poly carbonate sheet and shined directly
onto the foosball. The effect this had on detection was recorded. Some pictures of these tests being
performed are below.
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Flood 2:
Light
Test
Flood
Light Test

Figure 59: LED Flash Light Test
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Figure 58:
Flash3:Light
Figure
FlashTest
Light Test
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Results & Discussion:
The following are the results of the reflection tests performed.
Table 11: Light source distances from polycarbonate cover before ball is detectable
Test Light
Ambient Light
LED Flash Light
Mag Light Test
Flash Light Test
LED Light Strip
Flood Light

Ball Detection
Detected
Not Detected
Not Detected
Not Detected
Detected
Not Detected

Approximate Light Source Distance at Detection
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6 inches
N/A

When light was shined directly onto the ball without passing through the polycarbonate cover it was
found that it actually washed out the color of the foosball rendering the hue detection program in
effective.
The foosball had serious issues detecting the foosball due to the reflections of the lights shined on the
polycarbonate. The reflections from the directional lights used in this test were able to overpower the
colored light reflected off the ball. This experiment assumed worst case scenario in which the lights
were shined on the ball through the poly carbonate and reflected directly into the camera lens. The
flood light was of particular interest since it shined light in a wide band instead of a small spot. However,
the light still interfered with the camera’s detection of the ball. One thing to note is that the lights used
also had a tendency of washing out the color of the ball.
Under normal ambient Lighting conditions or the soft LED lights in the strip, the foosball was detected,
however this is only of a stationary ball. It is possible from the reflections of just the room may interfere
with ball detection. Bright lights directly above the foosball table will almost certainly interfere with the
table creating holes in the camera’s detection ability. The figure blow shows how this would occur.
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Bright Light Source

Camera

urce
Camera

Polycarbonate Sheet

Dead Zone

Figure 60: Diagram showing how the ball would be occluded by bright reflections, creating dead zones
in the playfield area where the camera could not detect the ball.
Under the current conditions the reflection of light off the polycarbonate is a serious issue that needs
to be resolved.
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Time to Assemble & Disassemble Test
Discussion
Disassembly and assembly of the system was performed at senior project expo when it became
necessary to move the product from the senior project build room to the Expo floor. The following steps
were taken for disassembly and assembly.
Disassembly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The playfield cover was removed
The scoreboard was removed from the vision arch
The vision arch was unbolted from the table and removed
The main power plug was unplugged
The motor couplings that connected the 100W motors to the foosmen rods were removed.
The foosmen rods were removed from the table
The display case was transported to the expo with a mini forklift
The table and other components were transported to the expo

Assembly
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The foosmen rods were reattached
The scoreboard was reattached to the vision arch
The display case was moved into position next to the table and aligned
The motor couplings were reattached to the foosmen rods
The Playfield cover was replaced on the table
The Vision arch was re-bolted to the table
The main power was connected to a new outlet.
Test the motions

The entire disassembly and assembly process took approximately two and a half hours. It should be
noted that the display case was treated as one major component with none of the actuators, motors, or
drives removed for transportation. From the build itself, if these components were removed they could
be reattached in an hour.

Aesthetic Value Test
In order to ensure that the system meets the aesthetic requirements a survey sheet was constructed
and our sponsors were asked to judge each individual structure and then the overall system’s looks on a
scale from 1 to 10. A photo of the entire system is shown below in figure 61.
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Figure 61: Completed Foosball Table at Expo
(Note: At the time of this report the sponsor has not gotten back to us)

Vibration Test
Description
This experiment was a qualitative experiment to test whether or not the vibrations experienced by the
system cause disruption, damage, or render the camera sensing inoperable. Due to the incomplete
camera system, the experiment was only performed to examine the effect on the structures.
In order to test this, the translational motors were run quickly back and forth are differing speeds while
the system was observed. The test was performed at 3 speeds. 0.7 m/s which we determined was near
normal play speed in the design phase and matched the motor specifications, 1.0 m/s which was
decided to be the high end of normal play, and 2.0 m/s which was considered to be an extreme motion
such as a block and was the maximum limited movement speed specified by our design.
Using an HMI interface for each speed setting all four motors were moved their full range of motion one
way then the other. The motors were then actuated back and forth quickly over a small distance in the
center of their range. The vibrations levels of the table were then recorded qualitatively as very light,
light, medium, heavy, or dangerous where:


Very light is classified as not loud and wouldn’t draw attention
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Light is noticeable visually and audibly but not disruptive
Medium is easily heard and seen
Heavy is loud, disruptive, and possibly putting strain on the system
Dangerous is classified as likely to cause system damage if continued

Results & Discussion

Table 12: Qualitative vibration test results
Speeds
0.7 m/s
1.0 m/s
2.0 m/s

Vibration level at full range oscillations
Very light
Light
Light

Vibration level at small range oscillations
Medium
Medium
Heavy

The above results show the system has some issues with noticeable vibration when repeatedly oscillated
within a small range of 4 to 5 inches. Full range motions do not seem to cause as much of a problem as
quick small movements. When listening to the sounds of vibration they seemed to be coming from the
case and the foosball table plastic bushings. This seems to suggest that the case may not be rigid enough
and the bushing either have a lot of friction or the rods are not properly aligned.
It should be noted however that the issue doesn’t start becoming a real problem unless the motor is on
its highest specified speed setting and actuated over a small area quickly. It is unlikely that the motors
would have a reason to move like this during a real game so this may not be a big issue. In normal games
it is unlikely for these quick oscillatory motions to occur for more than a few seconds.

Ball Speed Test
Description
To determine the maximum velocity of the foosball when hit by a motor actuated rod.
Equipment






Foosball table with Yaskawa motors (system)
Pasco Interface 750
Photogates
Power and connection cables
Pasco DataStudio

Procedure
Set up the photogates in the playfield one after each other at a known distance. The rod used for testing
is the middle rod since it has the most foosmen and thus the highest mass and moment of inertia. The
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distance used in this experiment was 7.7 cm. The first photogate was placed close to the rod but far
enough so it was not hit by the spinning foosmen. The ball was placed in front of one of the foosmen in
the middle rod. The data acquisition system (DataStudio) was activated to measure velocity in between
photogates. The system was activated making the middle rod spin and hit the ball. The data was
recorded in an Excel file. Figure Exp1 below shows the experimental set up

Figure 62 Experimental set up

Results & Discussion
Table 13: Photogate distance measurement

d
[m]
0.077

d error
[m]
0.001

%error
1

Table 14: Ball velocity measurements

8.95

9.06

9.17

9.06

v
[m/s]
9.17

9.06

8.95

10.69

10.69
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Table 15: Reduced results and errors

v
[m/s]
9.4

v error
[m/s]
0.7

% error

%diff

8

18

The average ball velocity achieved was 9.4 m/s. The minimum ball velocity recorded was 8.95 m/s and
the maximum velocity was 10.69 m/s. The error in the measurement was estimated to be 0.7 m/s
yielding a percent error of 8%. The target velocity is 8 m/s. The system is able to exceed this value by
18% (using average value). The values at around 9 m/s were obtained with different settings than the
velocities at 10 m/s. Table Exp4 shows these differences in set up. The torque was not recorded
however, the motors are expected to be maxed out even when the ball speeds reach 10 m/s.

Table 16: Different inputs into motors used during testing.

θ
ω

[deg]
[deg/s]

v = 9 m/s
150
8156

α

[deg/s2]

221734

v = 10 m/s
150
10000
300000

The DataStudio software output velocity between photogates by recording the time between gates and
using the distance between gates input by the user. The main source of error in this experiment is the
measurement of the distance (1% error). The error in time measurement are considered negligible.
However, approximating the error by using the standard deviation gives a percent error of 8%.

Experiment Conclusions & Recommendations
The system is able to meet and exceed the target ball velocity. With an average maximum velocity of
9.4±0.7 m/s, the system exceeds the target value by 18%. It is expected that all the other rods can give
better performance. This is due to the smaller moment of inertia in all other rods (since there are less
foosmen to spin in all other rods).
To improve the results, better measurement of the distance between photogates could be done. Maybe
by taking off all other rods so they are not in the way, the distance between gates can be accurately
measured. Also, placing the ball in the same spot with respect to the foosman is suspected to give more
uniform velocities. Ideally, the vision system should be implemented to calculate ball velocity.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations
The final Product of the system was not fully completed in the time allotted. The vision system was not
integrated with the PLC and thus there is no ability for the system to react to a ball in the play field at
this time. The scoreboard functionality was not completed due to time constraints and prioritization of
other systems and structures. The playfield cover frame was created but the poly carbonate sheet was
deemed unfeasible through testing. However, the motion system, display case, vision structure and
attachment, all work to within their own specifications.
For future iterations, e-chains should be added for all motors that mount on the actuator to minimize
stress on cable connectors. It might be beneficial to use spline or hex shafts to have decoupled rotation
and translation, so the motors sitting on the actuator can be mounted in a stationary position this would
result in a lower load for the translation motor.
Most of the improvements for motion would be on the programming. Currently, the shot command
does not wait for rotation to finish before issuing a move command, resulting in jerky rotations when
the ball position is near the shot distance, which is not good for the motors. The current code can be
simplified, as there are some redundancies and inconvenient variable declarations, for example,
measured physical quantities should be declared as global variables instead of local variables in the
functions they are used in.
With the current logic, each foosman tries to block the ball individually regardless if the ball is behind
them. This results in wasted movements. For example in figure 62 the ball is moving to the left. All the
rods would try to move a foosman to the ball position to block it. However, rods 3 and 4 have no chance
of actually blocking the ball from moving into the goal, but it still moves anyway, but with the foosman
1

2

3

4

Figure 62 Example position of ball relative to rods
rotated horizontal so it does not block the ball moving to the right. There should be additional logic that
dictates which rod will try to block the ball.
Trajectory planning would be extremely beneficial to the movements of the motors. Trajectory planning
should include predicting the time it takes for the ball to reach a rod, therefore the velocity and
acceleration of the motor should be adjusted so that the foosman arrives to block the ball just before it
reaches the foosman.
Basic foosman strategy should also be implemented in the design. For example, rod 1 and 2 in figure 62
can guard the goal while leaving only a very small opening for the opponent. They do not need to move
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their full travel unless the ball is not being controlled by the opponent. Fine motion controls such as
passing the ball between foosman on the same or different rods should be implemented. Aiming where
the foosman shoots the ball is also extremely important in normal play.
Since vibration is a problem at higher speeds and smaller movements, more support structure may be
helpful. More investigation is needed but a good place to start would be the supports holding the
actuators, both the long horizontal bars and the small bars directly under the actuators. The current
bearings on the foosball table are also contributing. Better lubrication and alignment should alleviate
some of the vibration problems there.
The display case has three ways it could be improved. First, the back part of the case, behind the flip
cover is currently open which would allow someone to possibly put their hand in a place where they
could be hit by the moving motor. This needs a clear cover that matches the odd angles of that corner
and does not interfere with the display case flip cover. Second, reference pieces for aligning the motors
would be very helpful for maintenance. Third, the current brackets that hold the 150W motors that drop
the linear axis to the display case frame should be redesigned so that they are more user friendly. Right
now it may take upward of 20 minutes to get the motor placed and tighten down to the display case
appropriately.
A proper HMI interface would also be recommended, to easily manipulate inputs and see system
performance values in real time. With the HMI, additional I/O modules would be necessary for the
controller to take inputs from parts such as switches or other sensors in addition to vision.
The vision arch can be improved in one major way that will make attachment to the table far easier. The
T-nuts that are used to bolt the legs of the arch to the table and the T-bolts that connect the scoreboard
to the arch should be made permanent or semi-permanent parts of the arch. It would make attaching
those systems much easier.
While the system is not as far along as was originally hoped there is a solid foundation here for a second
project team take over.
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APPENDIX A

Quality Function Development
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Sensing Decision Matrix
Table 17 Comparison of categories and normalized weight
Factors

Cost

Cost
Velocity
Calculations
Resolution
Reaction time
Ease of
Implementation
Ease of
programming

x

Ease of Velocity
Calculations
0

1

Weight
Normalized
Weight

1

Reaction
time
1

Ease of
Implementation
1

Ease of
programming
1

x

1

1

1

1

0
0

0
0

X
0

1
X

1
1

1
0

0

0

0

0

X

0

0

0

0

1

1

X

2

1

3

5

6

4

0.10

0.05

0.14

0.24

0.29

0.19

Resolution

The above table compares each factor to the others. The factor that is in question is in the column, the
factor it is being compared to is in the row. If the factor is determined to be more important than the
one it is being compared to, it is assigned a 1. If it is less important it is assigned a zero. The ones in each
column are all added together and a 1 is added uniformly to all weights to prevent a weight of zero. The
weights are then normalized by dividing the weight of each factor by the sum of all weights.

Table 18 Calculated weights and scores of each sensor system.
Factors
Cost (low)
Velocity Calculations
Resolution
Reaction time
Ease of Implementation
Ease of programming
Total

Weight
0.10
0.05
0.14
0.24
0.29

Vision
3
3
5
2
4

Laser
4
3
3
5
1

Vision (weighted)
0.30
0.15
0.70
0.48
1.16

Laser (weighted)
0.40
0.15
0.42
1.20
0.29

0.19

1

2

0.19

0.38

1

18

18

2.98

2.84

The above decision matrix shows the calculations used to determine the best system. Each sensing
system is scored on a scale from 1 to 5 for each factor based on our research, calculations, and opinions.
Those scores are then multiplied by the weights and then summed together. The system with the
highest weighted score is the best choice.
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Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

Function and
Perform ance
Requirem ent

Potential Failure Mode

Potential Effects of Failure

Motor

overheat

shut off, damage to motor

shaft breaks

motor does not function

Pow er transm ission

bracket breaks

rod breaks
Gearbox fails

Linear actuator

guide rails break

belt breaks
Scoreboard

screen breaks

motors seperated from rod, impact on other
components, projectile

motors seperated from rod, impact on other
components, projectile
can not transmit pow er

damage to actuator, damage other
components

no translation motion
scoreboard doesn’t display properly

Team Foos Ro Dah
Automated Foosball Table

Potential Cause of Failure

7 improper ventilation

does not display score

system does not detect ball properly

w rong ball position

yield

1

10

impact

1

10

8 fatigue

1

yield

1

poor manufacturing

3

8 fatigue

1

yield

1

9 yield

1

fatigue

1

poor alignment

2

8 yield

system does not w ork

2

misalignment

3

10 yield

Display case

3

4 impact

2

7 w iring loose
8 dirty lense
9 vibration

1
4
4
2
3

bottom of case breaks
hinges

cabinets w ont open/close, doors fall off

4 high loading

7

improper motor mounting

7 misalignment

8

6 impact

7

rod bearings break

excessive load on motors and actuators,
cant hit ball, debris on field, vision detects
debris instead of ball
misalignment of components, excess load
on components, impacts, vibrations

rod covers break

hit player

crack

impairs vision of player and camera
motors w ont stop w hen cover opens
w hich can cause injury

Middle Structural Bar breaks/yields

foosmen break

safety sw itch break

9 yield
10 impact

Structure Collapses
Side Panels of Table Break

7
3
7

10
2
10

yield

3

4 impact

7

10 improper connections
impact

Vision Arch

5

1

overheat

Playfield Cover

2

system does not w ork
7 improper connections
Motors and actuators fall on pc and other
components
10 high stresses
fall over, components fall out, damage
table, damage components, injury
10 yield
components fall out, damage table, damage
components
9 yield

legs break

Foosball table

3

fatigue

insecure mounting
w iring/connections

2

fatigue

misalignment
camera break

7
10

1

components fail
Vision system

1

10 fatigue

electronic failure
electronics fail

Page 1 of 1
5/20/2013

Criticality

Prepared By : Foos-Ro-Dah
Product/Service Application :
Review Date : 5/25/2013

Occurrence %

1
Automated Foosball Table

Severity

FMEA NO.:
Machine Name :
Design Responsibility:

Damage to sensing system, scoreboard,
and possible injury.
10 Bolts not tightened correctly
Hard to repair damage to table and possible
structure collapse
10 Over stressed

1
7
7
4
7

8
8
24
8
8
9
9
18
16
16
24
30
30
8
8
35
7
32
32
18
27
7
70
30
63
28
56
42
90
18
100
30
28
10
70
70
40
70
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Drawing Packet
Overall System
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Scoreboard
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Vision Arch
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APPENDIX C
Vendor List and Contact Information
Amazon
http://www.amazon.com/

Bosch Rexroth Corp
http://www.boschrexroth-us.com
1-800 - 739-7684

C2G
http://www.cablestogo.com

Dell
http://www.dell.com
1-800-WWW-DELL

Digikey
http://www.digikey.com/
1-800-344-4539

Graftek Imaging Inc.
http://www.graftek.com/
1-800-441-2118

Home Depot
http://www.homedepot.com
1-805-596-0857

Intel
http://www.intel.com

McMaster-Carr
http://www.mcmaster.com/
1-562-692-5911

Macrondynamics
http://www.macrondynamics.com/
1-800-622-7661
Steven Evers - severs@macrondynamics.com
Joe Baird - JBaird@isotechinc.com

Misumi
http://us.misumi-ec.com/
1-800-681-7475
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Sparkfun
https://www.sparkfun.com/
1-303-284-0979

Wittenstein
http://www.wittenstein-us.com/
1-888-534-1222

Yaskawa
http://www.yaskawa.com
Edward Nicolson - edward_nicolson@yaskawa.com
Eric Kelley - eric_kelley@yaskawa.com
Craig Latimer - craig_latimer@yaskawa.com
Paul Zajac - Paul_Zajac@yaskawa.com
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APPENDIX D
Vendor Specification Sheets
Scoreboard
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Playfield Cover, Vision Arch, and Display Case
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Vision System
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Yaskawa Servomotors
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Macrondyanamics Actuator
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Wittenstein Gearbox
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Aluminum bracket material
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APPENDIX E
Detailed Analysis
Motion
Rotation
First, the angular velocity of the foosman, acceleration of the foosman, and time to accelerate the
foosman must be found.
Assume:





To move the ball at maximum speed of 8 m/s, the contact point of the foosman foot must be
also moving at 8 m/s at impact.
Constant angular acceleration using kinematic equations for rotation.
Rod starts at rest.
150 degrees to accelerate up to speed.

Given:



Ball speed: 8 m/s
Foosman contact radius: 0.0562 m

Define variables:








r - foosman contact radius
θ - angular displacement
vb = 8 m/s, velocity of ball
vf - velocity of foosman foot
ω - angular velocity of foosman
α - angular acceleration of foosman
t – time to accelerate foosman

Governing equations:



vf = vb, by assumption
Kinematic equations assuming constant acceleration
o ω = vf/r
o
⁄

start from rest,
o
⁄

start from rest,

Motor Specifications
From these results, the necessary motor specifications can be determined given a selected gear ratio. In
this case, the Wittenstein gearbox has a gear ratio of 4.
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Assume:






90% efficiency for gearing.
10% additional torque from friction.
Gear ratio of 4.
Triangular speed profile for motor –reach maximum angular velocity and hit ball, and then slow
down.
Shot is repeated every 2 seconds.

Given:







Angular velocity from previous analysis.
Mass of foosball: 26 g
Foosman contact radius: 0.0562 m
Gearbox inertia: 0.2 kg-cm2
Rod inertia: 4.44E-05 kg-m2
Foosmen inertia: 2.53E-4 kg-m2

Define variables in addition to previously defined variables:
















m – mass of foosball
r – footman contact radius
Jg – gearbox inertia
Jr – rod inertia
Jf – foosmen inertia
J – inertia referred to motor
F – force on ball during impact
Tball – torque required to shoot ball referred to motor
Tm – torque to accelerate rod referred to motor
Tf – friction torque referred to motor
TRMS – RMS torque of motor
gn – gear ratio
ε – efficiency of gearbox
tcyc – cycle time
ωm – motor angular velocity

Governing equations:




impulse momentum equation
o







⁄
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Where T is the torques of the profile and t is the time the torque is held

Using the above equations and givens, MATLAB code was generated and a speed and torque profile was
plotted. Attached are the MATLAB code and profile plots along with the maximum torque, RMS torque,
and maximum motor speed.

%Rod rotation with motor specifications
clear;
clc;
%NOTE: gn, I MUST MATCH EXCEL SPREADSHEET
r = 0.0562;
%foosman contact radius, m
m = 26*10^-3;
%foosball mass, kg
gn = 4;
%gear ratio
%inertias refered to motor, kg-m^2
%I = 6.7577E-05;
%macron gearbox
%I = 3.7227E-05;
%Using 1045 m=1 steel gears
I = 3.8610E-05;
%wittenstein 4:1
vb = 8;
%ball velocity, m/s
theta = (173-23)*pi/180;
%rod rotation angle (150deg), rad
vf = vb;

%foosman contact velocity at impact, m/s

%vf must be vb at impact
w = vf/r;
%foosman angular velocity, rad/s

%assume const angular accleration from rest, calculate time
%w^2 = w0^2 + 2a(dth)
alpha = w^2/(2*theta); %angular accleration foosman
t = w/alpha;
%time to spin
% m dv = F dt
F = m*vf/t;
T_ball = F*r/gn/.9;

%force on ball
%torque on rod impact refered to motor

%assume triangular velocity profile, max velocity at tip of triangle
w_m = w*gn;
%max motor speed (at impact), rad/s
w_p = [0,
w_m,
0
0];
%motor velocity array, rad/s
t_p = [0,
t,
2*t
2];
%time array, sec
figure(1)
plot(t_p, w_p*60/(2*pi))
%plot motor velocity profile
xlabel('time, sec')
ylabel('motor speed, rpm')
%motor torque profile
T_m = w_p(2)/(t)*I/.9;
%motor torque to accelerate rod, N-m
T_f = T_m*0.1;
%friction torque, assumed 10% of motor torque, N-m
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%max torque on motor (rod + impact +

%torque profile and time array
T =
[T_m+T_f
T_m+T_f
0];
t_T =
[0
t
2*t
2];

T_max

T_max

-T_m+T_f

-T_m+T_f

t

t+0.001

t+0.001

2*t

T_rms = sqrt((T(1)^2*t_T(2) + T(3)^2*(t_T(4)-t_T(3)) + abs(T(5)^2*(t_T(6)t_T(5))))/(t_T(end)))
w_m = w_m*60/2/pi
figure(2)
plot(t_T, T)
xlabel('time, sec')
ylabel('motor torque, N-m')

T_max = 0.8188
T_rms = 0.1286
w_m = 5.4373e+003
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Figure 63 Speed profile of motor, speed is 0 from 0.2 to 2.
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Figure 64 Torque profile of motor, torque is 0 from 0.2 to 2.
Translation
For translation, the kinematics of the ball was first analyzed to find the time the ball takes to reach the
goal from the second closest attacking rod moving at maximum speed. Using that time, the goalie rod
will move and intercept the ball. From this analysis, the speed and acceleration of the rod translation
(same as actuator) needed can be found.
Assume:





Constant angular acceleration using kinematic equations.
Foosman starts at rest.
Foosman starts at center of goal.
Ball moves at constant speed

Given:





Ball speed: 8 m/s.
Goal width: 8 in.
Foosman feed width: 1 in.
Distance ball travels: 23.35 in (second attacking rod to goalie)

Define variables:







t – time to reach goalie
d – distance ball travels
vb = 8 m/s, velocity of ball
w – goal width
fw – foosman feet width
x – rod movement length
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va – linear actuator speed needed
a – linear actuator acceleration needed

Governing equations:




Since foosman starts at middle, it only needs to move until the closer feet is at
the edge of the goal
Kinematic equations assuming constant acceleration
⁄

o

actuator start from rest,

. Actuator must move its

required distance within time the ball reaches the goalie rod.

o

actuator start from rest,


o


⁄

start from rest,

Actuator sizing
From the results of this calculation, speed and acceleration of the actuator was found. Using the
acceleration, a force profile of the actuator can be generated.
Assume:





90% efficiency for actuator.
10% additional force from friction.
Triangular speed profile for actuator –reaches maximum angular velocity and hit ball, and then
slow down.
Shot is repeated every 2 seconds.

Given:



Velocity from previous analysis.
Mass of load: 3.2 kg.

Define variables in addition to previously defined variables:







m – mass of load.
Fa – Force to accelerate rod
Ff – Friction force
Fmax – Maximum force on actuator
ε – efficiency of gearbox
tcyc – cycle time

Governing equations:
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Using these equations, a speed and force profile was generated for the actuator on MATLAB. The code
can be found in the next few pages. Using the same MATLAB file, a motor sizing analysis similar to the
rotation section was done as well.
Motor specifications
Using the velocity and accelerations of the actuator along with the actuator parameters, a motor sizing
analysis was performed.
Assume:






90% efficiency for gearing.
10% additional torque from friction.
Gear ratio of 4.
Triangular speed profile for motor –reaches maximum angular velocity and hit ball, and then
slow down. (Profile should match times with actuator profile)
Shot is repeated every 2 seconds.

Given:










Actuator velocity from previous analysis.
Actuator acceleration from previous analysis
Actuator displacement constant: 105 mm/rev
Actuator pulley diameter: 33.42 mm
Belt inertia referred to actuator shaft: 2.153E-05 kg-m2
Pulley inertia referred to actuator shaft: 1.15E-05 kg-m2
Gearbox inertia referred to motor shaft: 2E-05 kg-m2
Load inertia (load mass * pulley radius2) : 8.66E-05 kg-m2
Breakaway torque referred to actuator: 0.226 N-m

Define variables in addition to previously defined variables:

















dconst – displacement constant for actuator
r – pulley radius
α – actuator shaft angular acceleration
Jg – gearbox inertia referred to motor
Jb – belt inertia referred to actuator
Jp – pulley inertia referred to actuator
JL – load inertia referred to actuator
J – inertia referred to actuator
Ta – torque required to move actuator referred to motor
Tf – friction torque referred to motor
Tbreak – breakaway torque referred to motor
TRMS – RMS torque of motor
gn – gear ratio
ωm – motor angular velocity
ε – efficiency of gearbox
tcyc – cycle time
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Governing equations:



⁄



⁄
⁄






o

Where T is the torques of the profile and t is the time the torque is held

Using the above equations for translation, actuator and motor sizing, a MATLAB file was generated.
Speed and force profiles were plotted for the actuator and speed and torque profiles were plotted for
the motor. Attached are the MATLAB code and profile plots along with the maximum torque, RMS
torque, and maximum motor speed.
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%Translation, actuator and motor specifications
clear;
clc;
%% Actuator Requirements
m = 3.2;
d = (5.7+6.15+5.75+5.75)*0.0254;
attacking rod), m
x = (4-0.995)*0.0254;
x = 5*0.0254;
tf = 2;

%actuator load, kg (assumed)
%distance from goalie (2nd closest
%rod movement length (defending), m
%rod movement for continuous
%cycle end time

%rod movement length based on starting from middle of goal to end of
%goal for defending. goal width = 4in, feet width = 0.995in. movement
%length = 3 10/16in for ball shot from goalie and intercepted by 2nd
%attacking rod.
vb = 8;
t = d/vb;
t = 1/3/2;

%ball speed, m/s
%time to get to goalie at const ball speed, sec
%2 times per sec for continuous

%assume const accleration from rest, calculate actuator final speed
va = x*2/t;
%actuator speed, m/s
a = va/t;
%actuator acceleration, m/s^2
%assume triangular velocity profile, max velocity at tip of triangle
v_p = [0,
va,
0
0];
%motor velocity array, rad/s
t_p = [0,
t,
2*t
tf];
%time array, sec
figure(1)
plot(t_p, v_p)
%plot actuator velocity profile
xlabel('time, sec')
ylabel('actuator speed, m/s')
%actuator force profile
F_a = m*a/0.9;
%force to accelerate rod, N
F_f = F_a*0.1;
%friction force, assumed 10% of force to acc rod, N
F_max = F_a + F_f;
%max force on actuator (rod + friction), N
%force profile and time array
F =
[F_max
F_max
-F_a+F_f
t_F =
[0
t
t

-F_a+F_f
2*t

0
2*t

0]; %N
tf]; %sec

F_rms = sqrt((F(1)^2*t_F(2) + F(3)*(t_F(4)-t_F(3))/(t_F(end))));
%rms
force, N
v_avg = (v_p(2)*t_p(3)/2)/(t_p(end));
%average speed, m/s
figure(2)
plot(t_F, F)
xlabel('time, sec')
ylabel('actuator force, N')
%% Motor requirements for actuator
%NOTE GN AND I MUST MATCH EXCEL SPREADSHEET
gn = 4;
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%load inertia refered to actuator input shaft, kg-m^2
%I = 1.2587E-03;
%unguided
%I = 1.5137E-03;
%guided
%I = 1.0104E-03;
%macron
%I = 1.030E-3:
%macron using gears
I = 1.330E-03;
%wittenstein 4:1
%displacement constant, m/rev for input shaft
d_const = 0.105;
%macron
%d_const = 0.080;
%tolomatic
%pulley radius
r = 0.03342/2;
%r = 0.0255/2;

%macron
%tolomatic

alpha = a/d_const*2*pi; %angular acceleration for actuator input, rad/s^2
%speed profile of motor
w_a = v_p/d_const*(60);
w_m = w_a*gn
t_a = [0,
t,
2*t
figure(3)
plot(t_a, w_m)
xlabel('time, sec')
ylabel('motor speed, rpm')

%torque profile for motor
T_a = I*alpha/gn;
T_tot = (T_a)/0.9;
T_f = T_tot*0.1;
T_break = 0.226/gn;
%T_break = 0.565/gn;
T_max = T_tot+T_f+T_break
T_min = -T_tot+T_f+T_break;
T_p =
t_p =

[T_max
[0

T_max
t

figure(4)
plot(t_p, T_p)
xlabel('time, sec')
ylabel('motor torque, N-m')

%angular velocity vector for input shaft, rpm
%angular velocity vector for motor, rpm
tf];
%time array, sec
%plo362t actuator velocity profile

%torque of actuator refered to motor, N-m
%totol torque refered to motor 90% eff, N-m
%friction torque 10% total, N-m
%macron
%tolo

T_min
t

T_min
2*t

0
2*t

0]; %N-m
2*t]; %sec

%plot actuator velocity profile

%motor RMS torque
T_rms = sqrt((T_p(1)^2*t_p(2) + abs(T_p(3)^2*(t_p(4)-t_p(3))))/(t_p(end)))
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w_m =1.0e+003 *4.7065
T_max = 0.7319
T_rms = 0.1702
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Figure 65 Actuator speed profile, speed is 0 from 0.2 to 2.
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Figure 66 Actuator force profile, force is 0 from 0.2 to 2.
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Figure 67 Motor speed profile, speed is 0 from 0.2 to 2.
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Figure 68 Motor torque profile, torque is 0 from 0.2 to 2.
Continuous operation analysis
To approximate a player moving the rods back and forth quickly to be unpredictable and block shots, a
continuous operation analysis was also performed for the translation motors. Only minor changes had
to be made to the already existing MATLAB code. The new distance the rod travels was now defined to
be 5” and the time to move was defined as 0.333 s to simulate a player moving the rods 5”, 3 times per
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second. In addition, the cycle time for RMS torque calculation became the 0.333 s. As a result, a new
RMS torque was calculated and compared to the motor specifications in the catalog.
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Motor Support Bar Analysis
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Middle Transverse Bar Analysis
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Bottom Support Bar Analysis
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Bottom Transverse Bar Analysis
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Vertical Bar Analysis
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Playfield Cover & Vision Arch – Hand Calculations
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APPENDIX F
Gantt Chart and Schedule
Table 19 Gantt Chart, list of activities.
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Figure 69 Gantt Chart, Schedule for major parts of project.
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APPENDIX G
Discussion of Different Sensing Systems
In addition to those used prior projects that are similar to our own, we also researched different sensing
systems used for tracking objects. Each of these has their own pros and cons and their own applications
where they excel. The four major types of tracking besides a vision and laser grid system we considered
were Radio Frequency Identification, Laser Tracking, Magnetic Sensing and Acoustic tracking.
Acoustic tracking relies mainly on using the speed of sound as a way of locating an object. An ultrasonic
pulse is generated by a source and the system senses the echoes of the pulse that are reflected off the
object trying to be tracked. While useful in some applications this system has some serious
shortcomings that make it a nonviable option for tracking a foosball. One is that an acoustic system can
have a slow refresh rate depending on the conditions, anywhere from 5 to 100 ms [11]. It also would
make trying to pick out the ball from all other moving object on and around the table (such as the
foosmen and rods) a nightmare. Also if we were going to go with a pure acoustic system we would have
to worry about interference from other sound sources as well [11].
Magnetic Sensing relies on measuring a local magnetic field to obtain its orientation and strength and
from that locate the object generating it. One the prime fields that use this is the medical field. This is
due to the fact that magnetic fields can be detected through human bodies and other nonferrous
materials. One experiment we found dealt with using a magnetic sensor array system to track position
and orientation of a permanent magnet [12]. This system had a localization error of about 3.3mm [12]. The
issue with this system is that it requires the object were tracking to be magnetic, which would mean
implanting a magnet into the foosball and then putting an array of sensors under the table. We also are
unsure if there would be any sort of interfering ferrous materials.
Laser tracking is a system that is used in a wide array of accurate distance measurement applications,
however is can also be used to dynamically track a moving object. There were two experiments that we
found that dealt with a similar project. One was a system that could track a fingertip as it made gestures
in the air using galvano-mirrors [13] and another was used for tracking a small object using an array of
lasers and a photo-detector on a moving head [14]. Each of these systems could track an object moving at
about 2.6 m/s [13] [14] depending on the distance of the target from the tracker. Both of these are very
accurate with a fast refresh rate once their target is acquired, however the concerns we have are the
possibility of the lasers losing the ball under a rod or foosman. It would be difficult for these systems to
find the target again if it ever gets completely lost and were concerned that it may not be able to track
the ball at the speeds we need it to.
Lastly we considered Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tracking methods. The main application
when used for object tracking is indoor environment object tracking such as robotics. There are many
examples of using RFID technology for position sensing. However, most of them are for tracking objects
in a large room. We looked at two experiments in particular that dealt with using four RFID readers in
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the four corners of a rectangular area. However, neither dealt with tracking a moving object and both
had errors in the 10s of centimeters when dealing with static conditions [15] [16].
If we were to consider any of the tracking methods used above an extremely large amount of time
would be needed to develop and test them for viability. Trying to use any one of these systems to track
a fast moving object such as a foosball could be a full fledge project in and of itself. Our goal is to obtain
a working prototype which means it is best suited for us to use tracking methods that we know to have
worked. The two that we know are a Laser grid system and vision system.
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Ideas List
Sensors








Laser grid
Vision
RF ID
Magnetic
Laser tracking
Combination of vision and laser
Acoustic

Camera Position




One camera above center of table
Two cameras on different side of table
Camera under table

Motor Housing Structure





Hinged display box
Individual housing
90 degree bracket support
Hovering platforms

Safety











Transparent flip up cover
Motor axial force sensing
Rod covers
Motor housing transparent wall
Control motor torque
Slide out panel
Transparent walls
Robot arm grabs flying balls
Telescoping rods
Soft rod ends

Logic Rules




The system must block the movement of the ball toward its own goal
The system must not obstruct the movement of the ball toward the opposing goal
The system must continuously position itself in order to move the ball toward the opposing goal

Motor Attachments – Rotational


Direct drive to rod
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Rotary motor with power transmission
Spline or shaft coupling to decouple linear and rotational motion

Motor Attachments – Linear






Rack and pinion
Ball screw
Belt driven
Yaskawa’s servo linear actuators
Conveyer belt

Features













Camera and scoreboard arch
Triangular scoreboard
Angled scoreboard
Preprogrammed motions for demonstration
Extra equipment under table
Hang equipment off ceiling
Scoreboard hung from wall or from above
Camera hung from an arm support
User interface with buttons under rods
User interface with pedals
Cheating table – walls pop upon goals, or spray air to deflect ball
Spring loaded shots like pinball machine

Aesthetics







Lights on arch and/or perimeter of table
Speakers for sound – talking table
Music depending on score and game situations
Programmable score display for messages
Wires through hollow parts of structure
Signs or plaques on side of table - list of people involved in project
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Appendix H
MotionWorks program
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